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Marketing
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Board Members Did Not Personally Participate in Marketing

• Board did not approve the content of any marketing material 

• Board relied on approval of all marketing material by (1) Medical, (2) Legal, and 
(3) Regulatory Affairs

• Board relied on outside counsel’s audits and positive endorsement of Purdue’s 
Compliance Program

• Board relied on OIG’s and IRO’s confirmations of compliance (2007-12)

• Board relied on management’s confirmations marketing 
complied with state and federal laws (2007-18)

• Board relied on monitoring of sales calls by District Managers, 
Legal and Compliance 

• Board Relied on compliance audits of key risk activities

“In performing his duties, 
a director shall be 
entitled to rely on 
information, opinions, 
reports or statements … 
prepared or presented by 
… officers or employees of 
the corporation … whom 
the director believes to be 
reliable and competent in 
the matters presented ….”

N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §717
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Board Knew Purdue Submitted All Marketing Materials to FDA

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pk
g/CFR-1997-title21-vol5/xml/CFR-

1997-title21-vol5-sec314-81.xml

§ 314.81 Other postmarketing reports.

(3) Other reporting—(i) Advertisements and promotional labeling. The applicant shall submit specimens of mailing pieces and any other 
labeling or advertising devised for promotion of the drug product at the time of initial dissemination of the labeling and at the time of initial 
publication of the advertisement for a prescription drug product…
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Board Knew FDA Issues Warning Letters for Non-Compliant Marketing 
Material 

FDA Regulatory Procedures Manual at 42, https://www.fda.gov/media/71878/download

a. A Warning Letter is a correspondence that notifies regulated industry about violations 
that FDA has documented during its inspections or investigations. Typically, a Warning 
Letter notifies a responsible individual or firm that the Agency considers one or more 
products, practices, processes, or other activities to be in violation of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the Act), its implementing regulations and other federal 
statutes. ….
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Board Knew Only 2 Warning Letters Were Sent to Purdue About 
OxyContin Marketing ― And None after 2003

2003 FDA Warning Letter, available at
http://wayback.archive-

it.org/7993/20170112065652/http:/www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceC
omplianceRegulatoryInformation/EnforcementActivitiesbyFDA/WarningLetters

andNoticeofViolationLetterstoPharmaceuticalCompanies/UCM168946.pdf

This Warning Letter (revised) concerns the dissemination of promotional materials for the 
marketing of OxyContin® (oxycodone HCI controlled-release) Tablets by Purdue Pharma L.P. 
(“Purdue”). Specifically, we refer to two journal advertisements for OxyContin that recently 
appeared in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), one in the October 2, 
2002 issue (A7038) (the “October Ad”) and one in the November 13, 2002 issue (A7087) (the 
“November Ad”).  The Division of Drug Marketing, Advertising, and Communications 
(DDMAC) has reviewed these advertisements and has concluded that they are in violation of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (Act), 21 U.S.C.§§ 331(a) and (b), 352 (n), and its 
implementing regulations.
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Since 2003, The FDA Has Issued over 1000 Warning Letters to Others

https://www.fda.gov/drugs/warning-letters-and-notice-violation-letters-
pharmaceutical-companies/warning-letters-2018

wayback.archive-
it.org/7993/20170110233145/http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/GuidanceComplian
ceRegulatoryInformation/EnforcementActivitiesbyFDA/WarningLettersandN
oticeofViolationLetterstoPharmaceuticalCompanies/default.htm
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Allegations Are Unsupported by Cited Documents
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MA AG Cmplt. ¶179

NY AG FAC ¶388

Allegation: Board Received Research Contradicting Marketing Material

388. For example, the Sacklers oversaw… 
• Purdue’s research, including research that contradicted its marketing. Purdue’s board 

received reports about studies of Purdue opioids in “opioid-naïve” patients and patients with 
osteoarthritis, down to the details of the strategy behind the studies and the enrollment of the 
first patients. 

New York AG FAC ¶388:

179. The directors and CEO oversaw Purdue’s research, including research that 
contradicted its marketing.  The board received reports about studies of Purdue opioids in “opioid-
naïve” patients and patients with osteoarthritis, down to the details of the strategy behind the studies 
and the enrollment of the first patients.12

12 July 2007.

Massachusetts AG OC ¶179:
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Cited Research Did Not Contradict Purdue’s Marketing — It Assessed 
The Safety of An Unlaunched New Product (Butrans)

July 2007 Board Report, p. 21 (PPLP004366645)

Norspan – US Submission

Path #1 (submission target 3Q2009)
o 2nd pivotal efficacy study – BUP3024 (A Multi-center, Randomized, Double-blind, 

Placebo-controlled Study with an Open-label Run-in to Assess the Efficacy, Tolerability 
and Safety of BTDS 10 or BTDS 20 Compared to Placebo in Opioid-naïve Subjects with 
Moderate to Severe, Chronic Low Back Pain) OR

o Back-up 2nd pivotal efficacy study – BUP3025 (A Multi-center, Randomized, Double-
blind, placebo-controlled Study with an Open-label Run-in to Assess the Efficacy, 
Tolerability and Safety of BTDS 10 or BTDS 20 Compared to Placebo in Opioid-naïve 
Subjects with Moderate Severe Pain due to Osteoarthritis of the Knee)

July 2007 Board Report:
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The Research Was Used on The FDA-Approved Label When Butrans Was 
Launched

The efficacy of Butrans has been evaluated in four 12-week double-blind, controlled 
clinical trials in opioid-naïve and opioid-experienced patients with moderate to severe 
chronic low back pain or osteoarthritis using pain scores as the primary efficacy variable.

2010 Butrans Label, p. 28, https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/nda/2010/021306Orig1s000Lbl.pdf

2010 Butrans Label:

The Office of Inspector General confirmed 
compliance for this period
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Claimants Rely Heavily on Butrans Allegations, But Butrans Does Not 
Support Their Claims

2010 Butrans Label, p. 1, https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/nda/2010/021306Orig1s000Lbl.pdf

• Claimants’ theory is that Purdue aggressively promoted 
higher and higher doses of opioids

• That cannot be done with Butrans
• Butrans is not oxycodone — it is buprenorphine 
• Butrans is a transdermal patch, not a pill
• It has a ceiling effect 
• There is a maximum dose, and it is far lower than 

high doses of OxyContin 
• It is a Schedule III drug (like testosterone) — not a 

Schedule II drug (like OxyContin)
• Schedule III drugs are less addictive than Schedule II
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Massachusetts AG OC ¶182:

Allegation: Directors Oversaw Payments To High Prescribers

New York AG FAC ¶388:
388. For example, the Sacklers oversaw… 

• Purdue’s strategy to pay high prescribers to promote Purdue’s opioids. A report for the Purdue board listed the 
exact number of conferences and dinner meetings, with attendance figures and the board was told the amounts paid 
to certain doctors….

NY AG FAC ¶388

182. The directors … oversaw Purdue’s strategy to pay high prescribers to promote Purdue’s opioids … A report for the Purdue 
board listed the exact number of conferences and dinner meetings, with attendance figures, and assured the directors…15 The board was told the 
amounts paid to certain doctors …, and they received detailed reports on the Return on Investment that Purdue gained from paying doctors to 
promote its drugs. The board was told that Purdue would allow a ‘spending limit for gifts’ of $750 per doctor per year;16 and that the directors 
should personally report when they gave money, meals, or gifts to doctors to promote Purdue drugs.17 The board was told explicitly that paying 
doctors to promote opioids was ‘a high risk activity, in view of the potential for off-label or other improper promotional conduct by third parties 
during such activities.’18 When Congress required disclosure of drug company payments to doctors, the board was told there were “significant 
compliance implications” for Purdue.19 

15 November 2011.
16 July 2007.
17 July 2013.
18 August 2011, November 2011.
19 April 2010.

MA AG OC ¶182
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Cited Reports Say Nothing About a Strategy to “Pay High Prescribers”

July 2013 Board Report, p. 49 (PPLPC012000433388)

Physician Payments - Sunshine Act Reporting Commences

Effective August 1st, pharmaceutical, biologics, and device firms must begin 
collecting payments and other transfers of value to physicians and teaching 
hospitals, for public website posting by CMS on September 30, 2014.

• All Purdue employees, Board Members, and certain contractors will 
accordingly need to accurately record and report payments and transfers 
of value to physicians, including meals, gifts, consulting fees, grants, 
R&D activities, etc.

• The reports informed Board of new reporting 
requirements and spending limits

• They advised the Board that all payments were in 
compliance with law
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Cited Reports Informed Board Speaker Programs Had Appropriate 
Controls And Were Monitored For Compliance

Speaker programs are a high risk activity, in view of the potential for off-label or other improper promotional conduct by third
parties during such activities, but they are an acceptable risk with appropriate safeguards in place. Corporate Compliance 
has worked closely with Sales and Marketing and others to implement appropriate controls for Butrans speaker programs. 
During the second quarter we implemented a live monitoring process, so that independent monitors attend a significant 
sample of such programs nation-wide to evaluate and report to us on these programs. In addition, every program is 
monitored by Purdue attendees. An expert consultant on Fair Market Value compensation of speakers and other 
Healthcare professionals has completed analysis of Purdue’s HCPs and published FMV criteria to be applied company-wide to 
all such arrangements, an important point to cover in view of Government requirements for such arrangements.

Speaker programs are a high risk activity, in view of the potential for off-label or other improper promotional conduct by third
parties during such activities. Since the second quarter we implemented a live monitoring process. Approximately 10% of all 
speaker programs have an independent monitor in attendance to identify and report any compliance issues. To date no 
substantive concerns have been identified. 

November 2011 Board Report, p. 26 
(PPLP004366871)

August 2011 Board Report, p. 28  
(PPLP004366913)
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Allegation: Board Informed Of Strategy To Push Higher Doses, 
Reverse Public Health Initiatives

Massachusetts AG OC ¶183:
183.  The directors … oversaw Purdue’s strategy to push patients to higher doses of opioids —which are more 
dangerous, more addictive, and more profitable. The board routinely received reports on Purdue’s efforts to push patients to 
higher doses.  A report alerted the board that “Net sales of the 40 and 80 mg strengths of OxyContin had fallen below Purdue’s 
targets in the fall of 2010 and were $85 million below budget.20 … The board dug into the issue. Multiple reports to the 
board identified as a ‘threat’ an initiative by public health authorities to save lives by requiring doctors to consult with 
pain specialists before prescribing opioid doses higher than 80mg/day.23 The CEO and directors oversaw Purdue’s effort to 
push back against that public health “threat.”24 Executives were pleased to report to the directors in 2013 that “initiatives to 
validate increased total daily doses are having impact in the field.”25

20 January 2011.
21 August 2011.
22 November 2011.
23 April 2010, July 2010, October 2010, November 2011.
24 April 2010, July 2010, October 2010, November 2011.
25 May 2013 email for board meeting in June 2013

New York AG FAC ¶388:
388. For example, the Sacklers oversaw… 

• Purdue’s strategy to push patients to higher doses of opioids which are more dangerous, more addictive, and 
more profitable ….

NY AG FAC ¶388

MA AG OC ¶183
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Cited Reports Informed Board Only Of Declining Sales — Not A Strategy 
To Push Higher Doses

Net sales of the 40 and 80 mg strengths of OxyContin ended 2010 $85 mm less than budget. Sales of 
these strengths were over budget through the end of October, but sales in November and December were 
substantially less than budget.

January 2011 Board Report, p. 2 (PPLP004366955)

2Q 2011 year to date net sales of $1,174.1 mm were lower than budget by $416.5 mm or 26 %. This 
variance was driven by: (i) OxyContin gross sales of $1,399.4 mm that were $517 mm or 27% below 
budget mainly due to declining sales in the 40 mg and 80 mg strengths.

August 2011 Board Report, p. 3 (PPLP004366913)

3Q 2011 year to date actual net sales of $2,213.7 mm were lower than budget by $848. 9 mm or 28 %. This 
variance was driven by: (i) OxyContin gross sales of $2,077.6 mm that were $813.4 mm or 28 % below 
budget mainly due to declining sales in the 40 mg and 80 mg strengths.

November 2011 Board Report, p. 2 (PPLP004366871)

• OIG confirmed compliance for this period (2010-2011)
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Cited Reports Informed The Board Of A Legislative Threat To Optimal 
Pain Care

April 2010 Board Report, p. 16 (PPLP004317547)

Take appropriate action on external threats to optimal pain care.

• Important state activity in Washington where legislation was passed that would establish mandatory guidelines 
for the treatment of pain and sets a prescribing threshold above which a consult with a pain specialist must 
occur in order to continue treatment. This action is concerning since the state already has interagency guidelines 
for State Medical Directors (AMDG) where above 80 total mg of oxycodone/day requires a pain consult 
however there are only 15 pain management consultants identified by AMDG. We believe that this has the 
potential to be a model that will be pushed out to other states. The guidelines take effect in July 2011. 

April 2010 Board Report:
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Cited Reports Informed The Board That Legislation Required Validation 
of Higher Daily Doses — Not Purdue Initiatives To Increase Doses

Board was told market dynamics were driving sales down

June 2013 Managed Care Board Slides, p. 9 (PPLPC063000016119)

 Initiatives to validate increased total daily doses – are having impact in the field

• Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS) 120mg./day Medicare guidance

• PROP (Physicians for Responsible Opioid Prescribing) Initiatives

• Washington State Initiative and its impact outside of Washington/Workers Comp

Washington legislation requiring consultation with 
pain expert for prescriptions above a certain dose was 
part of this:

 Market Dynamics decreasing opioid utilization/cost across all Channels

 Pressure for increased utilization of therapeutic alternatives

• Payer process challenges (step-edits and prior authorizations) to 
brands in category.
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Rather Than Promoting Higher Doses, Jonathan Sackler Proposed A 
Lower-Dose Tablet — Management Said Prescribers Were Not Interested

5/28/09 - 6/1/09 Email Chain (PPLPC012000225228)

I don’t believe there is a substantial opportunity for the 5 mg OTR formulation here in the USA. . . .

Part of the reason for the low sales is that the 5mg strength never received listing on the provincial drug 
benefit formularies, but that is because they wanted it priced lower than 50% of the price of the 10mg 
strength. However, the general response to the strength from prescribers as to the therapeutic importance 
of a lower strength was also not particularly strong.

From: Stewart, John H. (US) 
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2009 4:10 PM
To: Sackler, Jonathan
Cc: Landau, Dr. Craig; Gasdia, Russell; Mallin, William
Subject: RE: 5mg OTR?

From: Sackler, Jonathan
Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2009 5:47 PM
To: Stewart, John H. (US)
Subject: RE: 5mg OTR?
What do you think?
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NY AG FAC ¶388

Allegation: Board Oversaw Push Away From Safer Alternatives

188. The directors and CEO also oversaw Purdue’s push to steer patients away from 
safer alternatives. They tracked the company’s effort to emphasize “the true risk and cost 
consequence of acetaminophen-related liver toxicity.”43

43 May 2013 email for board meeting in June 2013.

388. For example, the Sacklers oversaw… 
• Purdue’s push to steer patients away from safer alternatives. They tracked the company’s 

efforts to emphasize “the true risk and cost consequence of acetaminophen-related liver toxicity.”

MA AG OC ¶188

New York AG FAC ¶388:

Massachusetts AG OC ¶188:
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No “Push Away From Safer Alternatives”

 Payers do not understand the true risk and cost 
consequence of acetaminophen-related liver toxicity.
 Payers will not value a new hydrocodone product until they 

more fully understand the true incidence of opioid 
combination acetaminophen-related liver toxicity and the 
associated costs.

• Cited report compared two opioids 
• It explained why some insurers would not cover the 

unlaunched one, Hysingla
• Nothing to do with marketing 

June 2013 Managed Care Board Slides, p. 18 (PPLPC063000016119)
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Allegation: Board Decisions To Compensate, Hire & Equip Sales Reps 
With Laptops

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶215:
215. In November, the Sacklers voted to spend $86,900,000 to employ sales reps in 
2008 and another $1,000,000 to buy them laptops. The Sacklers also voted for a 
resolution regarding salary increases and bonus targets for the reps.118 Every time the 
Sacklers voted to spend tens of millions of dollars on sales reps, they knew and intended 
that they were sending reps to promote opioids in Massachusetts.
118 2007-11-01 Board minutes, PKY183212603-06; 2008 budget submission, pg. 20, PDD9273201033.

New York AG FAC ¶390:
390. The Sacklers made key decisions relating to Purdue’s sales representatives. For 
example, they considered and approved hiring more sales representatives. They decided 
to approve sales representatives’ compensation, and they even voted to gift sales 
representatives laptops.

NY AG FAC ¶390

MA AG FAC ¶215
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Cited Board Minutes Did Not Address Compensation For Sales Reps, 
Said Nothing About “Gifting” Laptops

11/1/07 Board Minutes (PKY183212603 at -606)

November 1, 2007 Board Minutes:

RESOLVED, that the Corporation be and it hereby is authorized and 
directed to approve that the 2007 and 2008 bonus targets for those employees at the 
executive director and lower level were approved as set forth in Schedule 1 
(including approving reduction in the current salary grade structure for exempt 
positions from 17 grades to 7 bands); and further

RESOLVED, that for the same group of employees (i.e., executive 
directors and lower) compensation increases of 3% and .5% (maximum) for base 
and promotional budgets, respectively, were approved; and further

RESOLVED, that salary increases and bonus targets for positions 
requiring a medical doctor degree and positions in the Field Sales Force will be 
determined separately, as well as those for Vice President positions and above . . . .
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The CIA Governed Decisions About Compensation For Sales Reps

Corporate Integrity Agreement, pp. 6-7

2.  Policies and Procedures.  To the extent not already accomplished, 
within 120 days after the Effective Date, Purdue shall implement written Policies and 
Procedures regarding the operation of Purdue’s compliance program and its compliance 
with Federal health care program and FDA requirements.  At a minimum, the Policies 
and Procedures shall address:

d.  Compensation (including salaries and bonuses) for Relevant Covered 
Persons engaged in promoting and selling Purdue products that are designed to ensure 
that financial incentives do not inappropriately motivate such individuals to engage in 
the improper promotion or sales of Purdue’s products;

Corporate Integrity Agreement:

• OIG confirmed compliance for this period
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The CIA Governed Decisions About Compensation For Sales Reps

2009 HR SOP (PPLP004433671)

HR Standard Business Practices Field Sales Compensation Determination:

1.1 The compensation system for the Field Sales Force is composed of payment of base 
salary and a quarterly bonus. The compensation structure is based on a variety of 
factors and is not based exclusively on volume of OxyContin sales. The Field Sales 
Force compensation system is managed by the Human Resources Compensation group 
with input from Sales Management.

1.4 There is a Field Force Bonus Review Committee comprised of Purdue senior 
management from: Sales, Marketing, Finance, Human Resources, Office of the General 
Counsel and Sales Operations.

1.6 The Field Force Bonus Review Committee reviews and recommends quarterly 
bonus plan proposals in an effort to provide for a bonus program that rewards the 
Field Sales Force's efforts to promote Company products in a compliant manner 
within applicable FDA and federal health care program guidelines and reflects a pay 
philosophy that is market competitive.
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Allegation: Board Oversaw Sales Force Tactics, Including iPad Use, In 
Meetings With Prescribers

Massachusetts AG OC ¶177:

177. The directors and CEO oversaw the tactics that sales representatives used 
to push opioids. A board report analyzed a Purdue initiative to use iPads during sales 
visits, which increased the average length of the sales meeting with the doctor to “16.7 
minutes in front of the customer.”8

8 January 2011.

New York AG FAC ¶391:
391. The Sacklers oversaw the tactics that sales representatives used to push 
their opioids. For example, a Purdue board report analyzed a Purdue initiative to use 
iPads during sales visits, which increased the average length of the sales meeting with 
the doctor to “16.7 minutes in front of the customer.”

NY AG FAC ¶391

MA AG OC ¶177
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Cited Report Does Not Show Board Oversight Of Sales Force Or Sales 
Tactics

January 2011 Board Report (PPLP004366955)

The January 2011 Report to the Board:
• Seeks no Board input on the marketing initiatives
• Informs directors about existing marketing initiatives
• Makes no reference to iPads
• Does not describe the substance of any marketing 

presentation

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011
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Allegation: Board Monitored Sales Reps’ Emails

Massachusetts AG OC ¶181:

New York AG FAC ¶392:

NY AG FAC ¶392

MA AG OC ¶181

181. The directors …  even monitored sales representatives’ emails.  Purdue held 
thousands of face-to-face sales meetings with doctors, but the company prohibited its sales 
representatives from writing emails to doctors, which could create evidence of Purdue’s 
misconduct.  When Purdue found  that  some  sales  representatives had emailed  doctors, the 
company conducted an “investigation” and reported to the board that sales representatives had been 
disciplined and that their emails would be discussed at the board meeting.”14

14 August 2011.

392. The Sacklers even monitored sales representatives’ emails.  Purdue held 
thousands of face-to-face sales meetings with doctors, but the company prohibited its sales 
representatives from writing emails to doctors, which could create evidence of Purdue’s 
misconduct.  When Purdue found  that  some  sales  representatives had emailed doctors, the  
company  conducted  an “investigation” and reported to the board that sales representatives had 
been disciplined and that their emails would be discussed at the board meeting.”
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Management Monitored Emails To Prevent And Remediate Marketing 
Violations

“Email” Investigation

As a result of a sales representative unknowingly violating the Sales SOP provisions strictly limiting 
emails exchanged with HCPs, and self-reporting such to Corporate Compliance, a wider review of 
representative email activity was conducted to determine if wider issues existed. Our review disclosed 
the existence of emails exchanged with HCPs by some 50 representatives. In some cases the emails 
were innocuous and involved the HCP contacting the representative to make an appointment, while the 
most problematic (and only a limited number) involved promotion of product and claims, not 
permitted under Purdue’s Sales SOP. A range of disciplinary actions have been taken, including written 
warnings and coaching, and further training of representatives is to follow. This matter will be 
discussed during the July 21st Board meeting.

August 2011 Board Report, p. 28 (PPLP004366913)

August 2011 Board Report:
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Board Knew That Management Monitored Emails To Prevent And 
Remediate Marketing Violations

Quarterly Compliance Report 2Q 2011, pp. 22-23 (PPLPC012000335414) 
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Board Knew That Management Monitored Emails To Prevent And 
Remediate Marketing Violations

Quarterly Compliance Report 2Q 2011, p. 24-25 (PPLPC012000335414)

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011
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Allegation: Board Approved Expansion Of Sales Force

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶335:

335. In January 2011, staff reported to the Sacklers that a key initiative in Q4 2010 
had been the expansion of the sales force. Staff told the Sacklers that Purdue employed 
590 sales reps and, during Q42010, they visited prescribers 12,715 times.328 

328 2011-01-24 Board report, pgs. 4, 5, 35, PWG000421551, -552, -582.

New York AG FAC ¶394:
394. The Sacklers directed Purdue to hire hundreds of sales representatives to 
carry out their deceptive sales campaign subsequent to the 2007 guilty plea.  
Complying with those orders, Purdue staff reported to the Sacklers in January 2011 
that a key initiative in Q4 2010 had been the expansion of the sales force. …”

NY AG FAC ¶394

MA AG FAC ¶335
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Cited Report Shows Expanded Sales Force Was To Launch Butrans

January 2011 Board Report, p. 5 (PPLP004366955)

Recruiting has gone well. In fact, 90 individuals were hired and trained from 
September through November. An additional 45 individuals have been hired 
and will attend the Butrans Launch Meeting in January, and receive Level 
100 training the week after the launch meeting.

• Adjusting sales force size is not deceptive marketing
• Butrans, not OxyContin
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011
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Cited Report Shows Sales Force “Realignment” In Q4 2010 Reduced 
OxyContin Marketing Calls

January 2011 Board Report, p. 4 (PPLP004366955)

2010 Call Goal Calls Made Difference % to Goal
OxyContin 
Primary % 

of all

Ryzolt
Secondary 

% of all

Senokot 
Colace Third 

% of all

Q1 127,376 133,561 6,185 105% 97% 89% 73%

Q2 142,657 135,824 (6,833) 95% 98% 90% 74%

Q3 144,414 141,116 (3,298) 98% 98% 86% 73%

Q4 125,553 125,712 159 100% 98% 86% 73%

Total 540,000 536,213 (3,787) 99% 98% 90% 74%

January 2011 Board Report:
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Allegation: Board Set Sales Budget

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶391:

391. That same month, the  Sacklers  voted  to  set  Purdue’s  budget  for  Sales  
and Promotion for 2013 at $312,563,000.436

436 2012-11-26 Board minutes, 2013 budget, PKY183212995-998.

395.  In  November  2012,  the  Sacklers  voted  to  set  Purdue’s  budget  for  Sales  
and Promotion for 2013 at $312,563,000.

New York AG FAC ¶395:

• Setting a budget is not deceptive marketing

NY AG FAC ¶395

MA AG FAC ¶391
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Allegation: Board Was “Intimately Involved” in Sales Force Decisions

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶368:

New York AG FAC ¶396:
396. Further demonstrating how intimately involved the Sackler Defendants were in decisions 
concerning the sales force: in February 2012, … Mortimer Sackler suggested that Purdue reschedule its 
January annual sales meeting to February so that sales representatives “get back  to  work  for  January
and  back  in  front  of  doctors  who  enter  the  new  year  refreshed ...” … Mortimer posed these 
questions despite Purdue’s robust sales during that time period.  In response to this exchange defendant 
Richard Sackler suggested the annual meeting be canceled altogether.

368. The Sacklers were not satisfied with the sales effort. In February, … [Mortimer Sackler] 
suggested that, “in future years we should not plan the national sales meeting so close to the winter break 
as it extends the period of time since the doctors last saw our rep … Staff replied to Mortimer, arguing for 
“balance.” Richard Sackler replied within minutes that, since the National Sales Meeting prevented sales 
reps from visiting doctors, “Maybe the thing to have done was not have the meeting at all.”.

NY AG FAC ¶396

MA AG FAC ¶368
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Cited Email Shows Board Questions About Timing Of Annual Sales 
Meeting

2/7/12 Email Chain (PPLPC026000095656)

From: Sackler, Mortimer D.A.
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 6:35 PM

Russ,

Do you feel based on these results that in future years we should not plan the national sales meeting so 
close following the winter break as it extends the period of time since the doctor last saw our rep? …

What do other companies do?

From: “Gasdia, Russell” 
Date: Wed, 8 Feb 2012 09:38:33-0500

We have considered this. I[n] fact, Windell Fisher and I discussed this just last week. Our 
meeting is set for next January, but we are considering moving into mid to late January in 
order to do what you say and also allow some added tome to prepare for the meeting.

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Date: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 9:45 AM

Maybe the thing to have done was not have the meeting at all.

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2012
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Allegation: Board Agreed To “Key Initiative” To Keep Patients On 
Therapy Longer

398. In 2013, staff reported to the Sacklers that net sales for 2013 had been $377 million less 
than budgeted. Staff again reported that Purdue was losing hundreds of millions of dollars in 
expected profits because prescribers were shifting away from higher doses of Purdue opioids and 
including fewer pills per prescription. Staff told the Sacklers that a “Key Initiative” was to get 
patients to “stay on therapy longer.” The Sacklers agreed.

433.  … staff reported to the Sacklers that net sales for 2013 had been $377 million less than 
budgeted. Staff again reported that Purdue was losing hundreds of millions of dollars in expected 
profits because prescribers were shifting away from higher doses of Purdue opioids and including 
fewer pills per prescription. Staff told the Sacklers that a “Key Initiative” was to get patients to 
“stay on therapy longer.”508

508 2014-02-04 Board report, pgs. 3, 5, 9, 22, PPLPC002000181037, -039, -043, -056.

New York AG FAC ¶398:

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶433:

NY AG FAC ¶398

MA AG FAC ¶433
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Allegation Juxtaposes Unrelated Passages On Net Sales And An Initiative 
To Help Patients Take Butrans As Prescribed (“Adherence Program”)

• This allegation juxtaposes unrelated snippets – about 
net sales and Butrans – from a 48-page Board Report 

• No allegation Butrans Adherence Program was deceptive
• Board was informed in the same Report:

February 2014 Board Report, p. 39 (PPLPC002000181073)

[T]he Company continues to maintain a state of effective compliance.

[T]here have been no significant compliance exposures to report.

The Company continues to have a compliant culture, and good 
systems and processes in place to prevent violations of law, 
regulations, and other standards.
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Allegation: Board Informed Purdue Was Targeting “Susceptible” Doctors

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶444:

New York AG FAC ¶399:
399. In July and again in August, September, and October 2014, staff warned the Sacklers that the two 
greatest risks to Purdue’s business were ‘[c]ontinued pressure against higher doses of opioids,’ and 
‘[c]ontinued pressure against long term use of opioids.’  Staff told the Sacklers that Purdue’s best 
opportunity to resist that pressure was by sending sales representatives to visit prescribers; and, specifically, 
by targeting more susceptible doctors, who could be convinced to be prolific prescribers, and visiting 
them many times.

444. In July and again in August, September, and October, staff warned the Sacklers that two of the 
greatest risks to Purdue’s business were “Continued pressure against higher doses of opioids,” and 
“Continued pressure against long term use of opioids.”532 Staff told the Sacklers that Purdue’s #1 opportunity 
to resist that pressure was by sending sales reps to visit prescribers; and, specifically, by targeting the most 
susceptible doctors, who could be convinced to be prolific prescribers, and visiting them many times.533

533. 2014-07-01 Board Flash Report, slide 5, PPLPC016000244173; 2014-08-05 Board Flash Report, slide 6, PPLPC016000250753; 2014-09-05 Board Flash 
Report, slide 6, PPLPC016000254916.

NY AG FAC ¶399

MA AG FAC ¶444
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Cited Flash Reports Say Nothing About Targeting “Susceptible” Doctors

2014-10-15 Board Flash Report, slide 7 (PPLPC016000259607).  
See also 2014-07-01 Board Flash Report, slide 5 (PPLPC016000244173); 
2014-08-05 Board Flash Report, slide 6 (PPLPC016000250753); 2014-09-05 Board Flash Report, slide 6 (PPLPC016000254916).
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Allegation: Board Knew Marketing Generated Increased Prescriptions

400. The Sacklers knew that Purdue’s marketing had an immense effect in driving 
opioid prescriptions. According to Purdue’s analysis in February 2014, its sales and marketing 
tactics generated an additional 560,036 prescriptions of OxyContin in 2012 and 2013.

433. A few days later, staff told the Sacklers that Purdue’s marketing had an immense 
effect on driving opioid prescriptions:  According to Purdue’s analysis, its sales and marketing 
tactics generated an additional 560,036 prescriptions of OxyContin in 2012 and 2013. … 508

508 2014-02-04 Board report, pgs. 3, 5, 9, 22, PPLPC002000181037, -039, -043, -056.

New York AG FAC ¶400:

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶433:

NY AG FAC ¶400

MA AG FAC ¶433
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Reports Of Increased Prescriptions Accompanied By Confirmation 
Of Compliance

February 2014 Board Report, p. 39 (PPLPC002000181035)

[T]he Company continues to maintain a state of effective compliance.

[T]here have been no significant compliance exposures to report.

The Company continues to have a compliant culture, and good 
systems and processes in place to prevent violations of law, 
regulations, and other standards.

February 2014 Board Report:
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Allegation:  The Board Served As “De Facto CEO” of Purdue  

Mass AG Amended Complaint ¶ 485

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶485:
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Cited Report Addresses Global Organization, Says Nothing About 
Directors Serving As “De Facto” CEO Of Purdue

PPLPC020001106306-15

• Landau’s was one of several memos prepared in 
connection with a strategy session on the global
business

• The global business consisted of companies doing 
business in 49 countries — and had no CEO

• All of the memos proposed a global CEO to relieve the 
global board

(See, e.g.,  PPPLPC051000317758 at -63, -64; PPLPC051000317750 at -52, -53; 
PPLPC051000317768 at -72)
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Landau Was Explicit He Was Discussing The Global Business, Not The US

PWG004670879
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The Other Memos Were Also Explicit They Were Discussing The Global 
Business, Not The US

PPLPC05100317752, PPLPC051000317764
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Marketing Allegations About Richard, Jonathan, 
Beverly & David Sackler
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1. False

2. True but irrelevant 

3. Decades old, distorted and released

Claimants’ Allegations Fall Into 3 Categories
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1. Directors received or requested information from management
See, e.g., NY AG FAC ¶393; MA AG FAC ¶¶214, 219, 220, 229, 230, 232, 240, 266, 270, 293, 304, 328, 358, 363, 366, 468.

2. Directors were concerned about sales performance
See, e.g., NY AG FAC ¶394; MA AG FAC ¶¶198, 226, 234, 258, 260, 261, 269, 318, 341-42, 344, 353.

3. Directors knew OxyContin carried a risk of abuse and addiction  
See, e.g., NY AG FAC ¶¶367, 374, 377-78, 382-83, 386, 492; MA AG FAC ¶226.

True But Irrelevant Allegations 
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Risk Of Abuse And Addiction Always Prominently Disclosed

1995 OxyContin Label (PDD1501070001)

Patients should be advised that OxyContin is a potential drug of abuse.  They should protect it from theft, and it 
should never be given to anyone other than the individual for whom it was prescribed.

WARNING: May be Habit Forming

OxyContin is a mu-agonist with an abuse liability similar to morphine, and is a Schedule II controlled substance.

Oxycodone products are common targets for both drug abusers and addicts.

Physicians should be aware that psychological dependence may not be accompanied by concurrent tolerance and 
symptoms of physical dependence in all addicts.  In addition, abuse of opioids can occur in the absence of true 
psychological dependence and is characterized by misuse for non-medical purposes.

OxyContin … TABLETS ARE TO BE SWALLOWED WHOLE, AND ARE NOT TO BE BROKEN, CHEWED OR 
CRUSHED.  TAKING BROKEN, CHEWED OR CRUSHED OxyContin TABLETS COULD LEAD TO … A POTENTIALLY 
TOXIC DOSE OF OXYCODONE.

Original 1995 OxyContin Label
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Schedule II: “High Potential For Abuse”

(A) The drug … has a high potential for abuse.

(C) Abuse of the drug … may lead to severe psychological or physical dependence.

Schedule II:

(B) The drug … has a currently accepted medical use in treatment … 
with severe restrictions..

https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/21cfr/21usc/812.htm; 21 USC §812(b)(2)

The Schedule II     symbol appears prominently.
1995 OxyContin Label (PDD1501070001)
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2001 Label Added Black Box Warning

WARNING:

OxyContin ® is an opioid agonist and a Schedule II controlled substance with an abuse liability
similar to morphine.

Oxycodone can be abused in a manner similar to other opioid agonists, legal or illicit. This should be 
considered when prescribing or dispensing OxyContin in situations where the physician or pharmacist 
is concerned about an increased risk of misuse, abuse, or diversion.

***
OxyContin 80 mg and 160 mg Tablets ARE FOR USE IN OPIOID TOLERANT PATIENTS ONLY. 
These label strengths may cause fatal respiratory depression when administered to patients not 
previously exposed to opioids.

OxyContin ® (oxycodone hydrochloride controlled-release) TABLETS ARE TO BE SWALLOWED
WHOLE AND ARE NOT TO BE BROKEN, CHEWED, OR CRUSHED. TAKING BROKEN, CHEWED,
OR CRUSHED OxyContin ® TABLETS LEADS TO RAPID RELEASE AND ABSORPTION OF A 
POTENTIALLY FATAL DOSE OF OXYCODONE.

July 2001 OxyContin Label, p. 1 (PDD1501070063)

“A boxed warning is the most serious warning placed  
in the labeling of a prescription medication”

FDA Denial of AG Richard Blumenthal Petition (Sept. 9, 2008) 
FDA Docket No. FDA-2004-P-0294, at p. 2
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July 2001 OxyContin Label, p. 7 (PDD1501070063)

2001 Label Expanded Prior Warnings About Abuse And Diversion

Oxycodone, like morphine and other opioids used in analgesia, can be abused and is subject to 
criminal diversion.

Drug addiction is characterized by compulsive use, use for non-medical purposes, and continued use 
despite risk of harm.  Drug addiction is a treatable disease, utilizing a multi-disciplinary approach, but 
relapse is common.

“Drug-seeking” behavior is very common in addicts and drug abusers.  Drug-seeking tactics include 
emergency calls or visits near the end of office hours, refusal to undergo appropriate examination, 
testing or referral, repeated “loss” of prescriptions and reluctance to provide prior medical records or 
contact information for other treating physician(s). “Doctor shopping” to obtain additional 
prescriptions is common among drug abusers and people suffering from untreated addiction.
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2001 Label Expanded Prior Warnings About Abuse And Diversion

July 2001 OxyContin Label, pp. 7-8 (PDD1501070063)

Abuse and addiction are separate and distinct from physical dependence and tolerance.  
Physicians should be aware that addiction may not be accompanied by concurrent tolerance and 
symptoms of physical dependence in all addicts.  In addition, abuse of opioids can occur in the 
absence of true addiction and is characterized by misuse for non-medical purposes, often in 
combination with other psychoactive substances.  OxyContin, like other opioids, has been diverted 
for non-medical use.

Proper assessment of the patient, proper prescribing practices, periodic re-evaluation of
therapy, and proper dispensing and storage are appropriate measures that help to limit abuse of 
opioid drugs.
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2001 Label Removed And Revised Prior Statements 

July 2001 OxyContin Label (PDD1501070063)

• Removed statements that “Delayed absorption, as 
provided by OxyContin tablets, is believed to reduce 
the abuse liability of a drug” and that “Iatrogenic 
‘addiction’ to opioids legitimately used in the 
management of pain is very rare.”

• Revised label to say that OxyContin is not appropriate 
for “as needed” pain relief or in the immediate-post 
operative period if pain is mild or not expected to 
persist for an extended period of time
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2001 Letter From Purdue To Prescribers Alerting Them To Label Changes

OxyContin is an opioid agonist and a Schedule II controlled substance with an abuse liability similar 
to morphine.  This should be considered … where the prescriber or pharmacist is concerned about 
an increased risk of misuse, abuse or diversion. …

July 18, 2001 Letter (PKY181920362)

Reports of illegal misuse, abuse and diversion of OxyContin … from various parts of the country 
have prompted Purdue Pharma L.P. to revise sections of the prescribing information …

• Purdue sent over a half million letters to HCPs 
alerting them to the 2001 label changes
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Black Box Warnings On Every OxyContin Label Since 2001

2018 Label2016 Label2014 Label2010 Label

September 2018 OxyContin Label, p. 1,
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/label/2018/022272s039lbl.pdf

2016 OxyContin Label, p. 1, 
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/label/2016/022272s034lbl.pdf 

April 2014 OxyContin Label, p. 1, 
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/label/2016/022272s034lbl.pdf 

2010 OxyContin Label, p. 1, 
(PDD8901035967)
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2010 Label 2018 Label2016 Label

The following adverse reactions have 
been identified during post-approval 
use of controlled-release oxycodone. 
Because these events are reported 
voluntarily from a population of 
uncertain size, it is not always possible 
to reliably estimate their frequency or 
establish a causal relationship to drug 
exposure: abuse, addiction, overdose, 
death, amenorrhea, symptoms 
associated with an anaphylactic or 
anaphylactoid reaction, increased 
hepatic enzymes, muscular hypertonia, 
hyponatremia, ileus, palpitations (in 
the context of withdrawal), seizures, 
syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic 
hormone secretion, and urticaria 

The following adverse reactions have 
been identified during post-approval 
use of controlled-release oxycodone: 
abuse, addiction, amenorrhea, 
cholestasis, death, dental caries, 
increased hepatic enzymes, 
hyperalgesia, hypogonadism,  
hyponatremia, ileus, muscular 
hypertonia, overdose, palpitations (in 
the context of withdrawal), seizures, 
syndrome of inappropriate 
antidiuretic hormone secretion, and 
urticaria.

Abuse, addiction, aggression, 
amenorrhea, cholestasis, completed 
suicide, death, dental caries, 
increased hepatic enzymes, 
hyperalgesia, hypogonadism, 
hyponatremia, ileus, intentional 
overdose, mood altered, muscular 
hypertonia, overdose, palpitations (in 
the context of withdrawal), seizures, 
suicidal attempt, suicidal ideation, 
syndrome of inappropriate 
antidiuretic hormone secretion, and 
urticaria.

Abuse, addiction, aggression, 
amenorrhea, cholestasis, completed 
suicide, death, dental caries,
increased hepatic enzymes, 
hyperalgesia, hypogonadism, 
hyponatremia, ileus, intentional
overdose, mood altered, muscular 
hypertonia, overdose, palpitations (in 
the context of
withdrawal), seizures, suicidal 
attempt, suicidal ideation, syndrome 
of inappropriate antidiuretic
hormone secretion, and urticaria.

Risks Of Addiction, Overdose And Death Continuously Disclosed

2016 OxyContin Label, p. 20, 
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/

label/2016/022272s034lbl.pdf 

April 2014 OxyContin Label, p.13,
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/

label/2016/022272s034lbl.pdf 

2014 Label

2010 OxyContin Label, p. 14, 
(PDD8901035967)

September 2018 OxyContin Label, p. 21,
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/

label/2018/022272s039lbl.pdf
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Post-2007 Allegations About Richard Sackler
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Allegation: Richard Applied For Patent To Treat Addiction

NY AG FAC ¶367

367. In 2007, Richard Sackler applied for a patent to treat 
addiction.  He finally received it in January 2018 and assigned it to 
Rhodes, a different company controlled by the Sackler family, instead of 
Purdue.  Richard’s patent application says opioids are addictive.  The 
application calls the people who become addicted to opioids “junkies” and 
asks for a monopoly on a method of treating addiction.

New York AG FAC ¶367:

• False, irrelevant and released 
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Inventor, Not Applicant

Patent No. 9,861,628

• His contribution: the idea of the fast-dissolving wafer
3/8/19 MDL R. Sackler Tr. 371:8-9  
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Purdue Assigned Patent To Rhodes

http://legacy-assignments.uspto.gov/assignments/assignment-pat-43183-387.pdf 

This Assignment and Assumption Agreement (the “Agreement”) 
effective December 22, 2016 (the “Assignment Date”) is by and between 
Purdue Pharma L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (“Assignor”), and 
Rhodes Pharmaceuticals L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (“Assignee”)

Irrelevant to deceptive marketing  claims 
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Allegation: Family Plan To Sell Opioid Addiction Treatment (Project Tango)

NY AG FAC ¶¶377-78

New York AG FAC ¶¶377-78:

377. Defendants Kathe Sackler, Richard Sackler, and Purdue’s staff 
determined that millions of people who became addicted to opioids were the Sackler 
Families’ next business opportunity.  A slide titled Substance Abuse, Dependence and 
Addiction treatment is a good fit and next natural step for Purdue states: “It is an 
attractive market. Large unmet need for vulnerable, underserved and stigmatized patient 
population suffering from substance abuse, dependence and addiction.”

378. In September 2014, Kathe Sackler participated in a call about 
Project Tango—a plan for Purdue to expand into the business of selling drugs to treat 
opioid addiction. In their internal documents, defendant Kathe Sackler and staff 
memorialized what Purdue publicly denied for decades: “Pain treatment and addiction 
are naturally linked.” …
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• Proposal from a private equity fund

• Not pursued by Purdue

• Irrelevant to deceptive marketing claims

Not A Family Plan, Not Pursued, Not Relevant
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Allegation: “Another Version Of Project Tango” Two Years Later

386. In December 2016, Richard, Jonathan and Mortimer 
Sackler had a call with staff regarding yet another version of Project 
Tango to discuss acquiring a company that treated opioid addiction 
with implantable drug pumps. The business was a “strategic fit,” 
because Purdue sold opioids and the new business treated the 
“strategically adjacent indication of opioid dependence.”

NY AG FAC ¶386

• Presented to Board by management
• Never materialized
• Irrelevant to deceptive marketing claims

New York AG FAC ¶386:
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Allegation: Explored Possibility Of Using PET Scans To Identify Abusers

• Speculative email between brothers 13 years ago
• No “exploration”, no suggestion of impropriety

374. The Sackler Defendants even explored the possibility of 
using PET scans to distinguish “patients” from “abusers,” with Jonathan 
Sackler writing to Richard Sackler in May 2008 that he “was thinking 
about the differences between pain patients and drug abusers in their 
reaction to opioids.” Jonathan asked, “Has anybody tried using PET to 
explore this?” Defendant Richard Sackler replied: “I think the idea of 
comparing PET scans of addicts and pain patients is very interesting.”

NY AG FAC ¶374:

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008
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Allegation:  2011 Ride-Along With Sales Rep

393. Even after Purdue’s 2007 guilty plea and the Corporate 
Integrity Agreement binding Purdue’s directors, the Sacklers maintained 
their control over Purdue’s deceptive sales campaign. Richard Sackler 
even went into the field to supervise representatives face to face.

NYAG FAC ¶393;  see also id. ¶196

New York AG FAC ¶393:
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• Butrans launch in progress

• One ride-along in 2011 in Fairfield County, Connecticut

• Compliance directed him not to say anything

• He did not engage in promotion or marketing

• He did not go on any other ride-along

2011 Ride-Along With Sales Rep

• Office of Inspector General confirmed compliance for 2011
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Columbia Law School Millstein Center for Global Markets 
and Corporate Ownership, Greater Expectations: Strategies 
for Effective Board Meeting Preparation (March 2018):

2011 Ride-Along With Sales Rep Was An Appropriate Directorial Activity

Directors should ... make efforts to better understand the company’s operations 
outside of the board setting.  This is important not just for their own grasp of the 
organization and its culture, but also as a way to hear different perspectives on the 
company’s products or services. For example, as a director, if your company 
manufacturers vehicles, make a casual visit to a dealership to see how products are 
marketed directly to the consumer; as a director of a bank, open a new account or meet 
with a teller to assess the customer service and process. Experiencing the company 
you serve through the lens of the consumer can provide insight and confirmation 
about the feedback provided from the management's perspective.

https://millstein.law.columbia.edu/content/millstein-center-publications
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Allegation: Report On Tactics To “Push” Butrans Sales 

MA AG FAC ¶341

341. In May, in response to the Sacklers’ repeated requests, staff sent 
Richard, Jonathan, Kathe, Mortimer, and Theresa Sackler a report on the 
sales tactics reps were using to push Butrans. The first tactic reported to these 
Sacklers was focusing on a select “core” of physicians that Purdue calculated 
would be most susceptible to sales reps lobbying to prescribe more opioids…

342. The second tactic staff reported to Richard, Jonathan, Kathe, 
Mortimer, and Theresa Sackler in the May 25, 2011 email was  “positioning of 
Butrans for specific patient types.” In Massachusetts, promotion for “specific 
patient types” meant pushing opioids for elderly patients with arthritis…

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶¶341-42:
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2011 Email: High Level Report On Sales

5/25/11 Email from R. Gasdia (PPLPC012000326017)

• Butrans, not OxyContin 
• No mention of elderly, arthritis or pushing opioids 
• Sensible to focus on doctors with proper specialties
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011

The regional management team in here this week. A great deal of focus has been on Butrans and what needs to be 
done to increase growth at a faster pace. The major areas of focus are:

• Improving physician "targeting" to ensure representatives are calling on the highest potential physicians
• Increasing call frequency on a select "super core" of physicians. We are seeing a direct correlation between 

call activity and results. The results indicate it is taking more calls than expected to generate a first 
prescription (buprenorphine is "new" to many physicians, the 7- day transdermal system is a "new" 
concept and identifying a patient who's managed care plan covers them are all contributing factors to 
a longer selling cycle)

• Improving selling skill effectiveness to:
o Improve specific patient focus on calls and effective positioning of Butrans for specific patient types
o Improve identification of managed care access for patients within the physician’s practice
o Improving "closing" skills to gain commitment to prescribe Butrans for appropriate patients
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Allegation: Question About Butrans Warning

356. Richard Sackler indeed went into the field to promote opioids 
to doctors alongside a sales rep. When he returned, Richard argued to the Vice 
President of Sales that a legally required warning about Purdue’s opioids 
wasn’t needed. He asserted that the warning “implies a danger of untoward 
reactions and hazards that simply aren’t there.” Richard insisted there should 
be “less threatening” ways to describe Purdue opioids.

MA AG FAC ¶356

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶356:

• Butrans, not OxyContin
• Richard was told others shared his concern, but the 

FDA rejected it — that ended the matter
• 2011 email — OIG confirmed compliance for 2011
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• No suggestion of impropriety

2011 Email: Question About Butrans Warning

7/20/11 Emails w/R. Sackler (PPLPC001000091102)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 9:46 PM 
Subject: RE: Butrans FPI – Follow-Up on Post-Op Contraindication

The issue isn't whether we can promote [Butrans for post-operative use]. The issue is why 
is it "contraindicated” rather than in a less threatening section. It could be in many other 
sections. Don't you think this is the worst place because it implies a danger of untoward 
reactions and hazards that simply aren't there to explain when the doctor asks, “what is 
the hazard?” …

From: Baumgartner, Todd
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 20111:36 PM …

Dr. Richard, Gary and all,
Your points are well taken. We had a similar view when we initially proposed the Butrans
labeling, and then during labeling negotiations with FDA where we did push pack on their 
proposal. However we were unsuccessful in changing FDA on this point.
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Allegation: Staff Told Richard Sales Reps Pushed Opioids On Elderly For 
Arthritis

376. A few days later, staff sent Richard Sackler an 
assessment of recently-improved opioid sales. Staff told Richard that 
the increase in prescriptions was caused by tactics that Purdue taught 
sales reps: pushing opioids for elderly patients with arthritis (“proper 
patient selection”) and encouraging doctors to use higher doses of 
opioids (“quick titration”). In the coming months, Purdue would study, 
document, and expand the use of higher doses to increase sales — a 
tactic that helped to kill people in Massachusetts.

MA AG FAC ¶376

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶376:
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2012 Email Concerns Butrans, Does Not Mention Elderly Or Arthritis

HI, Dr. Richard.  Attached are the latest weekly graphs for Butrans.My suggestion is to pay particular attention to 
the detailed weekly share graph where it seems we have broken through the flat trend.  My guess is the 
breakthrough here is related to the messages coming out of the district meetings and our renewed discussion 
around proper patient selection, supplemental analgesia and quick quick titration as appropriate from the FPI.  
It’s too early to see specifically in the data if that is the case, but as we learn more, I’ll keep you posted.

3/28/12 Email from D. Rosen (PPLPC012000371301)

• Butrans, not OxyContin 
• 2012 email does not mention the elderly or arthritis
• Titration must be per the FDA-approved label (“FPI”)
• OIG confirmed compliance for this period
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Allegation: Demand For Details About Sales And Marketing 

MA AG FAC ¶304

304. In July, Richard Sackler emailed staff just before the July 4th 
holiday weekend to demand more details about sales and marketing. 
Richard directed them to send to the Board plans for “the marketing 
program” and “the sales program,” with instructions to “get this out before 
the weekend.” A despondent staff member wrote to the CEO: “Are you 
expecting us to provide the marketing plan by tomorrow?” Staff came close 
to telling Richard Sackler no. Instead, they negotiated an extension and 
promised to provide full details about sales and marketing at the July Board 
meeting in Bermuda. To enforce the deal, Kathe Sackler ordered staff to 
circulate materials before the meeting.

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶304:

• True but irrelevant
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2010 Email: Request For Written Presentation On Five Topics

7/1/10 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000277480)

• Butrans, not OxyContin
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2010

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
To: JHS (US)
Cc: Gasdia, Russell; Landau, Dr. Craig; Tavares, Lino; edm; Boer, Peter; Lewent, Judy; Pickett, Cecil; Sackler 
Lefcourt, Ilene; Sackler, Dr Kathe; Sackler, Dr Raymond R; Sackler, Dr Richard; Sackler, Jonathan; Sackler, Mortimer 
D.A.; Sackler, Theresa
Sent: Thu Jul 01 13:41:33 2010
Subject: Norspan

Please circulate to the interested Board members a package of presentations that describe:
1. The marketing program
2. The sales program
3. The phase 4 research program
4. The 2nd gen patch program
5. The pro forma for the product though 2015
Please try and get this out before the weekend.
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Allegation: 2011 Meeting With Sales Reps At Butrans Launch

328. In January 2011, Richard Sackler met with sales reps for 
several days at the Butrans Launch Meeting and discussed how they would 
promote Purdue’s newest opioid. 

MA AG FAC ¶328

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶328:
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2011 Email Contains No Suggestion of Improper Marketing 

1/21/11 Email from R. Gasdia (PPLPC012000308393)

From: Gasdia, Russell
Sent: Friday, January 21, 201112:53 AM
To: Sackler, Dr Richard
Cc: Stewart, John H. (US); Fisher, Windell
Subject: FW: Website for Awards photos

Dr Richard

Once again, thank you for attending the first few days of the Butrans Launch Meeting.

• Butrans, not OxyContin 
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011

• True but irrelevant
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Allegation: Request For Information About Butrans Sales

328. …. Richard quickly followed up with sales management to 
demand a briefing on how the sales visits were going in the field: “I’d like a 
briefing on the field experience and intelligence regarding Butrans. How are 
we doing, are we encountering the resistance that we expected and how 
well are we overcoming it, and are the responses similar to, better, or worse 
than when we marketed OxyContin® tablets?”

MA AG FAC ¶328

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶328:

• True but irrelevant
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2011 Email Requests Info About HCP Reactions To Butrans

(PPLPC012000308371)

• Butrans, not OxyContin
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011 

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
To: JHS (US); Gasdia, Russell
Sent: Sun Jan 30 09:48:18 2011
Subject: Going to LTS briefing on Butrans distribution, sales response, etc.

Next week, I'd like a briefing on the field experience and intelligence regarding Butrans. How are we doing, are 
we encountering the resistance that we expected and how well are we overcoming it, and are the responses 
similar to, better, or worse than when we marketed OxyContin® tablets?

From: Gasdia, Russell
Sent: Sunday, January 30, 201111:13 AM
To: Sackler, Dr Richard; JHS (US)
Subject: Re: Going to LTS briefing on Butrans distribution, sales response, etc.
We are developing an exec summary report. …

Top line - things are going VERY WELL. Little resistance, high interest, people feel training prepared them to 
handle 99% of questions with remaining 1 % they know where to go for support.
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Allegation: “This Is Bad” 

198. The Sacklers’ directions shot through the company with 
dangerous force. When the Sacklers berated sales managers, the managers 
turned around and fired straight at reps in the field. When Richard Sackler 
wrote to managers, “This is bad,” to criticize the sales of Purdue’s Butrans 
opioid, the managers in turn drafted a warning for employees: …

MA AG FAC ¶198

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶198:

• Butrans, not OxyContin 
• 2012 email concerning sales, not marketing
• OIG confirmed compliance for this period
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Allegation: Alleged “Micromanagement”

373. Meanwhile, Gasdia pleaded with the CEO to defend him 
against Richard Sackler’s micromanagement of sales: “Anything you can do to 
reduce the direct contact of Richard into the organization is appreciated.” A 
week later, Richard wrote to sales management again to criticize them for U.S. 
sales being “among the worst” in the world. 

197. The Sacklers’ micromanagement was so intrusive that staff 
begged for relief. The VP of Sales and Marketing wrote to the CEO: “Anything 
you can do to reduce the direct contact of Richard into the organization is 
appreciated.” 

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶197:

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶373:

MA AG FAC ¶373

MA AG FAC ¶197
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First 2012 Email: Richard Irked Management With Information Requests

March 7, 2012 email from R. Gasdia to J. Stewart

This is taking a lot of David’s energy, almost every day. I can assure you that Mike 

and Windell are fully focused on improving these results. It isn’t constructive to 

spend too much time on this as opposed to expending energy with my department 

of identifying the problem, developing the solutions and gaining implementation. 

Anything you can do to reduce the direct contact of Richard into the organization 

is appreciated. I realize he has a right to know and is highly analytical, but diving 

into the organization isn’t always productive.

3/7/12 Email from R. Gasdia (PPLPC012000368569)

• Butrans, not OxyContin 
• Sales, not marketing 
• OIG confirmed compliance for this period
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Information Requests From Directors Are Important To Good Corporate 
Governance

ABA BUS L. SEC., CORPORATE DIRECTOR’S
GUIDEBOOK at 17 (6th ed. 2011):

“[A]ll directors have both legal and customary 
rights of access to the information and 
resources needed to do the job.  Among the 
most important are the rights:

• to inspect books and records; 
• to request additional information 

reasonably necessary to exercise 
informed oversight and make careful 
decisions....”
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Information Requests From Directors Are Important To Good Corporate 
Governance

ALI PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE:
§ 3.02(a):  “The board of directors of a publicly 
held corporation should perform the following 
functions: ***

“(2) Oversee the conduct of the corporation's 
business to evaluate whether the business is 
being properly managed” 

§ 3.03: “Every director has the right ... to inspect 
and copy all books, records, and documents of 
every kind ... of the corporation and of its 
subsidiaries”
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Second 2012 Email: Concern About Butrans Sales Trajectory

From: "Rosen, David (Marketing)" 
Date: Fri, 9 Mar 2012 10:16:48 -0500
To: "Richard S. Sackler"  
Cc: John Stewart, "Gasdia, Russell", "lnnaurato, Mike","Fisher, Windell" 
Subject: Butrans SAS analysis
Hi, Dr. Richard. Based on your request, here is a summary our SAS analysis of the share
data trends.

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Saturday, March 10, 2012 5:41 PM
To: Rosen, David (Marketing)
Cc: Stewart, John H. (US); Gasdia, Russell; Innaurato, Mike; Fisher, Windell
Subject: Re: Butrans SAS analysis
This is reassuring, but the fact remains that the trajectory is much less than plan and on a 
unit/capita basis among the worst of all the Butrans launches.

3/10/12 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000368823)

• Butrans, not OxyContin 
• OIG confirmed compliance for this period
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Allegation: Richard Pushed To Sell Highest Doses

MA AG FAC ¶232

232. Richard Sackler did not back off. Instead, he pushed staff to sell 

more of the highest doses of opioids and get more pills in each prescription. That 

same Saturday night, Richard sent Gasdia yet another set of instructions, directing him 

to identify tactics for “exceeding 2007 Rx numbers on an adjusted basis (adjusted for 

strength and average number of tablets per Rx).” The very next day, Gasdia was 

writing up plans for how adding sales reps, opioid savings cards, and promoting more 

intermediate doses of OxyContin could help increase sales.

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶232:
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2008 Email Concerns Higher Sales, Not Higher Doses

3/8/08 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000175155, -157)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
To: Stewart, John H. (US); Gasdia, Russell
Cc: sdb; Rosen, David; edm; Sackler, Dr Kathe; Sackler, Dr Richard; Sackler, Jonathan; Sackler, 
Mortimer JR
Sent: Sat Mar 08 17:12:45 2008
Subject: Card program

I would suggest that based upon Russ' description of the McKesson program that would replace the 
existing program, we limit the presentation on this part of the agenda to the budget that you want to be in 
principle be allocated to extending a program. This will shorten the presentation to a simple set of slides 
showing budget and + Rx's above the existing provisional plan. Please give these Rx's on an adjusted or 
KG basis. Ed and David Rosen can help here.

Please identify this as a means to reach for the increasing trajectory of Rx's and exceeding 2007 Rx 
numbers on an adjusted basis (adjusted for strength and average number of tablets per Rx).

Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with this proposal.

• 2008 email urges higher sales, not higher doses
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008
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Allegation: Board Directed Sales Force Hike; Richard Concerned 
About Sales

NY AG FAC ¶394

New York AG FAC ¶394:

394. The Sacklers directed Purdue to hire hundreds of sales 
representatives to carry out their deceptive sales campaign subsequent to 
the 2007 guilty plea. Complying with those orders, Purdue staff reported 
to the Sacklers in January 2011 that a key initiative in Q4 2010 had been 
the expansion of the sales force. But in 2012, Richard Sackler complained 
that Purdue’s management was not sufficiently focused on “urgent current 
threats and our sales decline[.]”

• OIG confirmed compliance for this period
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Allegation: No “Paper Trail” 

228. By 2008, Purdue was working on a crush-proof reformulation of 
OxyContin to extend Purdue’s patent monopoly. The Sacklers learned that another 
company was planning clinical research to test whether crush-proof opioids are safer 
for patients. Mortimer Sackler suggested that Purdue conduct similar studies to find out 
whether reformulated OxyContin was really safer before selling it to millions of 
patients. He wrote to Richard Sackler: “Purdue should be leading the charge on this 
type of research and should be generating the research to support our formulation. Why 
are we playing catch up …? Shouldn’t we have studies like this …?” The Sacklers
decided not to do the research because they wanted the profits from a new product, 
regardless of whether the deaths continued. Richard didn’t want a paper trail, so he  
instructed Mortimer to call him, and CEO John Stewart met with his staff to plan how 
to phrase a carefully worded reply. Later that month, Stewart wrote to Richard that 
reformulating OxyContin “will not stop patients from the simple act of taking too many 
pills.”

MA AG FAC ¶228

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶228:
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2008 Email Requests A Phone Call To Discuss A Study

2/12/08 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC013000244843)

• Innocuous email about a Columbia University study

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2008 8:26 PM
To: Sackler, Mortimer JR
Cc: Stewart, John H. (US)
Subject: RE: Columbia University - Abuser Tamper Testing

My sentiments exactly the first time I read it. But you should read it again. If you do and ask yourself what it 
means, I think you may come to a very different conclusion, as I now have.

The reason I sent it to you was that it was presented more than a year ago and perhaps to Grunenthal's
surprise, no one broke down the door to take over the product. We know that they have back-burnered the 
project, so when you reread it, ask yourself why it didn't generate a licensee.

We should talk about it. Give me a call at home.
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Allegation: Demands To Get Patients On Higher Doses, For Longer Times

240. On April 18, the Sacklers voted to increase the 2008 budget for Sales 
and Promotion to $155,802,000. Then, Richard Sackler sent Sales VP Russell Gasdia a 
series of questions about Purdue’s efforts to get patients to take higher doses and stay on 
opioids for longer times. Richard wanted to know: how many Purdue patients had 
insurance that would let them take unlimited quantities of Purdue opioids; how many 
patients were limited to 60 tablets per month; and how many patients had any limit on 
the number of tablets or dose or number of tablets per day. He demanded that sales staff 
be assigned to answer his questions “by tomorrow morning.” When the sales staff 
pleaded for a few more hours to collect the data, Richard agreed to give them until the 
end of the day.

MA AG FAC ¶240

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶240:
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From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2008 11:51 AM
To: Gasdia, Russell; Innaurato, Mike
Subject: Covered lives
Importance: High

What is the status of covered lives now with OxyContin?

Of these, how many are:

1. limited to 60 tablets/month of any strength

2. limited to number of tablets/dose

3. limited to number of tablets/day

please assign to get me this information by tomorrow morning.

2008 Email: Insurance Questions 

4/22/08 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000179497)

• No promotion of higher doses
• Email asks about insurance limitations on the number of 

tablets per month covered
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008
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Allegation: Demands To “Boost” Sales

260. In July, staff told the Sacklers that Purdue employed 429 sales 

reps. Richard Sackler told staff that he was not satisfied with OxyContin sales 

and demanded a plan to “boost” them. He asked for the topic to be added to the 

agenda for the Board.

MA AG FAC ¶260

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶260:
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2009 Emails: No Demands To “Boost” Sales

10/8/09 Email from R. Sackler (PDD9316309168)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2009 8:21 AM
To: Stewart, John H. (US)
Subject: RE: Oxycodone-ER Stocking Report for Week Ending August 28, 2009

John,

Are we continuing to make progress with OER and OxyContin® tablets?

• Email asks about progress with sales
• No reference to boosting sales
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2009
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2009 Emails: No Demands To “Boost” Sales

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2009 8:35 AM
To: Gasdia, Russell
Subject: RE: Oxycodone-ER Stocking Report for Week Ending August 28, 2009

I'd like to see the reports of the comparative position of oxycodon ER over time. These 
spot reports don't really inform me adequately.

From: Gasdia, Russell
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2009 8:42 AM
To: Sackler, Dr Richard
Cc: Stewart, John H. (US)
Subject: RE: Oxycodone-ER Stocking Report for Week Ending August 28, 2009

That will be in the monthly reports that will be provided

10/8/09 Emails w/R. Sackler (PDD9316309168)

• Appropriate request for adequate information 
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2009
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Allegation: Decision Not To Acquire Insomnia Drug

318. In August, the Sacklers continued to focus on the sales force. 

That month, they decided not to acquire a new insomnia drug because of the 

risk that promoting it could distract sales reps from selling Purdue’s opioids. 

Richard Sackler concluded that “loss of focus” in sales reps’ meetings with 

prescribers was too great a risk, and the Sacklers decided not to go through 

with the deal.

MA AG FAC ¶318

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶318:
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2010 Email: Concern About Launching Two Products Simultaneously

8/14/10 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000283047)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Saturday, August 14, 2010 7:26 PM
To: JHS (US)
Cc: Dolan, James; Boer, Peter; Lewent, Judy; Pickett, Cecil; Sackler Lefcourt, Ilene; Sackler, Dr Kathe; Sackler, Dr 
Raymond R; Sackler, Dr Richard; Sackler, Jonathan; Sackler, Mortimer D.A.; Sackler, Theresa
Subject: FW: Hi -- Somaxon ..... urgent!
Importance: High

… I'm not sure when Silenor will launch, but assuming it is close to the Butrans launch, the question is 
raised how can we successfully launch two products at the same time with the same reps? The 
complexities of loss of focus on the calls seems great. But if there were a way to do it, and if we could negotiate 
a deal that would give us options to commit only after we saw success, it would be a sweet deal for us.

• Email questions launching two products at once
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2010
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Allegation: Criticism For Not Targeting High Potential Prescribers

353. Richard Sackler continued the correspondence that day, 
criticizing Purdue’s managers for allowing sales reps to target “non-high 
potential prescribers.” “How can our managers have allowed this to 
happen?” Richard insisted that sales reps push the doctors who prescribed 
the most drugs.

MA AG FAC ¶353

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶353:
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2011 Email: Sales Call Focus, Not Marketing

(PPLPC012000329706)

• Appropriate inquiry about sales call focus
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011

From: Gasdia, Russell
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 9:24 AM
To: Sackler, Dr Richard
Subject: Feedback from District Manager Advisory Council – FYI
… 
• The manager’s all felt that we can improve in our call focus and frequency on high-potential prescribers

From: Richard Sackler <DrRichard.Sackler@pharma .com>
Date: Thu, 16 Jun 201116:44:58 -0400
To: "Gasdia, Russell" <Russell.Gasdia@pharma.com>
Cc: "JHS (US)" <JHS@pharma.com>
Subject: RE: Feedback from District Manager Advisory Council – FYI
1 Above suggests that we are calling on non-high potential prescribers. How can our managers have 
allowed this to happen? …
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Allegation: Study Of Savings Card For Cholesterol Drug

363. In September, Richard Sackler directed staff to study a 
savings card program for a widely-used cholesterol medication (not an 
addictive narcotic) to learn how Purdue could use it for opioids. That 
same month, the Sacklers voted to pay their family $140,800,000 more.

MA AG FAC ¶363

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶363:
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2011 Email Forwards Article About Lipitor Savings Card

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 1:26 PM
To: JHS (US)
Subject: FW: An unconventional approach to generic 
availability 

This is an interesting approach.
Are we following this closely as a case study?

9/28/01 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000345892)

• Email forwards article about Lipitor savings card
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011
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Allegation: Request For Savings Card Details

219. The Sacklers wanted more details on tactics for pushing sales. 
Richard Sackler wrote to Russell Gasdia, Vice President of Sales and Marketing 
(hereinafter “Sales VP”), demanding information about Purdue’s opioid savings 
cards. Richard asked Gasdia how long the opioid savings cards lasted, how 
much savings they offered a patient, and whether there had been any changes 
since he had last been briefed on the opioid savings card scheme. Richard sent 
Gasdia a detailed hypothetical scenario to make sure he understood the sales 
tactic down to the smallest details. Staff followed up with a presentation about 
opioid savings cards to the Sacklers at the next Board meeting.

MA AG FAC ¶219

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶219:
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2008 Email Seeks Clarification Due To Typo

1/30/08 Emails from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000168321)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
To: Gasdia, Russell
Sent: Wed Jan 30 18:25:10 2008
Subject: RE: Teva looks to be done

… I don't get the $500? If the Rx is $1000 and the patient is obligated to pay 30% of that, the 
card handles 30% of 1000 or $300-$10? That seems to be a very serious obligation.

To: Sackler, Dr Richard[DrRichard.Sackler@pharma.com]
From: Gasdia, Russell
Sent: Thur 1/31/2008 8:28:39 AM
Subject: Re: Teva looks to be done

My fault. It was a typo. It is 50 not 500. You have it right at 50 above the first 10. They are good for up to 5 Rxs.
Sorry for the confusion

• Email seeks clarification of typo in prior email
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008
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Allegation: Questions About Sales And Marketing

MA AG FAC ¶269

269. At the Board meeting that month, Kathe and Richard Sackler asked staff to 
“identify specific programs that Sales and Marketing will implement to profitably grow the 
OER [extended-release oxycodone] market and OxyContin in light of competition; provide 
analytics around why/how the proposed increase in share-of-voice translates into sales and 
profitability growth; clarify the situation with respect to OxyContin being used by 35% of new 
patients, but only retaining 30% of ongoing patients;” and give the Sacklers a copy of a report 
from McKinsey on tactics to increase OxyContin sales.211 The McKinsey report instructed 
sales reps to maximize profits by “emphasizing [the] broad range of doses” — which was code 
for pushing the doses that were highest and most profitable. 

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶269:
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2009 Document: Director Questions About Sales, Marketing Programs

11/2-3/09 Budget Presentation Notes (PPLPC012000249328)

• Appropriate inquiries from directors
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2009

Q: Dr. Richard and Dr. Kathy asked for:
i. a detailed review of the long acting SEO market, the OER market and 

OxyContin growth rate for purposes of projecting into the future.
ii. identify specific programs that Sales and Marketing will implement to 

profitably grow the OER market and OxyContin in light of competition.
iii. provide analytics around why/how the proposed increase in share-of-voice 

translates into sales and profitability growth.
iv. clarify the situation with respect to OxyContin being used by 35% of new 

patients, but only retaining 30% of ongoing patients.
v. provide a copy of the OxyContin McKinsey report on possible ways to increase 

OxyContin sales and market share.
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Allegation: Secret Memo To Keep Money Flowing To Family

237. On April 18, Richard Sackler sent Kathe, Ilene, David, Jonathan, and 
Mortimer Sackler a secret memo about how to keep money flowing to their family. 
Richard wrote that Purdue’s business posed a “dangerous concentration of risk.” 
After the criminal investigations that almost reached the Sacklers, Richard wrote 
that it was crucial to install a CEO who would be loyal to the family: “People who 
will shift their loyalties rapidly under stress and temptation can become a liability 
from the owners’ viewpoint.” Richard recommended John Stewart for CEO because 
of his loyalty. Richard also proposed that the family should either sell Purdue in 2008 
or, if they could not find a buyer, milk the profits out of the business and “distribute 
more free cash flow” to themselves.

MA AG FAC ¶237

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶237:
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Cited Document: Confidential Memo About CEO Hiring

4/08 CEO Considerations Memo, p. 2 (PDD9316314309)

• “Concentration of risk” — wealth in single company 
dependent on single product with 2013 patent cliff

• “Major risks must be avoided, especially non-compliance 
with the Corporate Integrity Agreement....”

• The only litigation risk discussed concerns patent exclusivity 
for OxyContin 

Re: CEO Considerations
***

The Purdue CEO and his top team are thus in an interesting and potentially conflicted position.  Under some 
circumstances, such as a merger with a public company, they may gain exceptional opportunities to increase personal 
wealth through equity packages.  On the other hand, they may at the end of the day gain only the one-time benefits 
specified in change-of-control or severance agreements. 

• CEO loyalty in context of sale of business or recap
• No reference to prior criminal investigation
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MA AG FAC ¶270

Allegation: Question About OxyContin’s Clinical Advantages

270. At the same meeting, Richard Sackler also asked staff, 
“What are OxyContin’s clinical advantages vs. Opana ER, MS 
Contin, Kadian, Exalgo, Avinza, Nucynta and Duragesic? How are 
these differences communicated?” In response, staff reported to all the 
Sacklers a list of purported advantages of OxyContin over competing 
products, including that OxyContin purportedly reduces pain faster, 
has less variability in blood levels, and works for more pain 
conditions than competing drugs. These were all improper, unfair, and 
deceptive claims that Purdue had admitted were prohibited.

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶270:

• Appropriate questions about competitive products
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2009 Document: Request For Information, Not Direction, About 
Marketing

11/2/09 Budget Presentation (PPLPC012000249329)

• “Full Prescribing Information” is FDA-approved label
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2009

Q: What are OxyContin's clinical advantages vs. Opana ER, MS Cantin, Kadian, 
Exalgo, Avinza, Nucynta and Duragesic? How are these differences communicated?

A: OxyContin has the following advantages vs. the other above products:
i. OxyContin has been studied in more pain syndromes (e.g., LBP, OA,

neuropathic pain) with demonstrated efficacy and published results
ii. Prompt onset of analgesia
iii. Less variability in blood levels

… Methods of communication
i. Most of the differences above are published in the Full Prescribing Information or in

the medical literature and, as such, can be provided to clinicians in various formats 
to provide clinicians with the information.
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Allegation: Demands For Sales Trends

230. In March, Richard Sackler dug into Purdue’s strategy for selling more 
OxyContin. He directed sales and marketing staff to turn over thousands of pieces of data 
about sales trends, including data to distinguish the kilograms of active drug from the 
number of prescriptions, so he could analyze higher doses. Staff delivered the data early 
Sunday morning; Richard responded with detailed instructions for new data that he 
wanted that same day. An employee sent Richard the additional data only a few hours 
later and pleaded with Richard: “I have done as much as I can.” The employee explained 
that he needed to attend to family visiting from out of town. Richard responded by 
calling him at home, insisting that the sales forecast was too low, and threatening that he 
would have the Board reject it. On Monday, staff emailed among themselves to prepare 
for meeting with Richard, highlighting that Richard was looking for results that could 
only be achieved by hiring more sales reps. Meanwhile, Richard met with John Stewart 
to discuss his analysis of the weekend’s data and new graphs Richard had made.

MA AG FAC ¶230

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶230:
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2008 Email Requests Information About Sales Forecast

• Sales, not marketing 
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Sunday, March 09, 2008 12:13 PM
To: Rosen, David
Cc: lnnaurato, Mike; Gasdia, Russell; Mahony, Edward; Gadski, Kimberly
Subject: RE: OxyContin Rx data with Kg graphs
Importance: High

Thanks for the quick turn around. This looks very different and much more encouraging, doesn’t it? I’m really 
excited to dig into the data

I assume you've validated and spreadsheet and have checked the equations, but I wonder if you could touch it up 
a bit.

1. Change the scale on the charts from all strengths to fill the charts as we did in my office so everything will fit.
…
5. Anything else you think is worthy of considering in setting out a forecast.

I trust that the $'s you show are net, but if this isn't feasible don't mix and match them unless you have to. Either 
gross or net (net preferred since our rebates are rising).

Can you conveniently do this this morning?

(PPLPC012000174202) 
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Allegation: “What Is Happening???”

258. In June, Richard Sackler asked sales staff how a competing 
drug company had increased sales: “What is happening???” Staff replied 
that it was all about sales reps: “They have 500 reps actively promoting to 
top decile MDs … Their messaging is ‘we are not OxyContin,’ alluding to 
not having the ‘baggage’ that comes with OxyContin. Interestingly, their 
share is highest with MDs we have not called on due to our downsizing 
and up until last year, having half as many reps. Where we are competing 
head to head, we decrease their share by about 50%.”

MA AG FAC ¶258

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶258:
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Irrelevant 2009 Email Requests Information About Competitor’s Sales

6/14/09 Emails w/R. Sackler (PPLPC021000235122)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
To: Stewart, John H. (US); Gasdia, Russell
Sent: Fri Jun 12 14:40:31 2009
Subject: FW: Opana-ER Monthly Sales (Jan 08-Mar 09) ramp up.xis

Huge increase in Opana sales, it appears.

What is happening???

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
To: Gasdia, Russell; Stewart, John H. (US)
Cc: Innaurato, Mike
Sent: Sun Jun 14 20:46:06 2009
Subject: RE: Opana-ER Monthly Sales (Jan 08-Mar 09) ramp up.xis

Thank you.
What is your planned market share ratio OxyContin® tablets : Opana for 2009 and 201 O? Please 
calculate and advise if you haven't developed this metric.

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2009
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Allegation: Richard Convened Board Meeting About Sales

261. In August, Richard Sackler convened a meeting of Board 
members and staff about “all the efforts Sales and Marketing is doing 
and planning to do to reverse the decline in OxyContin tablets market.” 
He emphasized that $200,000,000 in profit was at stake. At the meeting, 
staff told the Sacklers that the 80mg OxyContin pill was far-and-away 
Purdue’s best performing drug. Purdue sold many more kilograms of 
active ingredient in the 80mg dose than any other dose (about 1,000 
kilograms: literally a ton of oxycodone). 

MA AG FAC ¶261

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶261:
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2009 Email: Invitation To Informational Board Meetings

8/12/09 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000234970)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Wed 8/12/2009 10:22:30 AM
Subject: Meetings Monday next
Non-malignant uses of forodesine T-cell diseases.xls

We are having two interesting meetings next week and I'm sharing this with Board members 
who are interested in attending. Both will inform the Board on matters that will come to the 
Board in the coming weeks and months.

… The second meeting - and this meeting is next week but isn't yet confirmed for Monday 
morning - will be a presentation of all the efforts Sales and Marketing is doing and planning 
to do to reverse the decline in OxyContin tablets market, that is the oxycodone ER market. 
In addition, it will be a look at the update sales for 2009 and a budget target for 2010.

• Appropriate information-gathering by directors 
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2009 
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Allegation: Direction To Send Weekly Sales Reports

266. In October, staff told the Sacklers that Purdue had 
expanded its sales force by 50 territories and now employed 475 sales 
reps. Richard Sackler directed staff to send him weekly reports on 
OxyContin sales. No one in the company received reports that often, so 
staff were not sure how to reply. Staff considered telling Richard that 
there were no weekly reports, but they decided to make a new report just 
for him instead. The CEO also instructed the Sales Department to report 
to the Sacklers with more explanation about its activities.

MA AG FAC ¶266

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶266:
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2009 Email: Request To Be Added To Weekly Circulation

10/8/09 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000241515)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2009 12:08 PM
To: Jinwala, Dipti
Subject: RE: Oxycodone ER Rx’s

Please add me to the weekly circulation.

• Irrelevant 2009 email asks for weekly sales reports
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2009
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Allegation: Request For Spreadsheets Underlying Sales Analysis

214. In preparation for an upcoming Board meeting, Richard 
Sackler instructed staff to give him the spreadsheets underlying their sales 
analysis, so that he could do his own calculations. The spreadsheets showed 
that, in 2007, Purdue expected to collect more than half its total revenue from 
sales of 80mg OxyContin — its most powerful, most profitable, and most 
dangerous pill. 

MA AG FAC ¶214

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶214:
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Irrelevant 2007 Request For Underlying Sales Data

10/28/07 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000159168)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2007 11:51 AM
To: edm
Subject: please send me the excel spread sheets for the preview

I don't know why I got the tables as pictures rather than embedded spread
sheets, but I want to do some calculations and can't do it on what you
sent.

• OIG confirmed compliance for this period
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Allegation: Direction To Management Re Measuring Sales

226. The Sacklers also knew and intended that the sales reps 
would push higher doses of Purdue’s opioids. That same month, Richard 
Sackler directed Purdue management to “measure our performance by 
Rx’s by strength, giving higher measures to higher strengths.” 
He copied Jonathan and Mortimer Sackler on the instruction. The Sacklers
knew higher doses put patients at higher risk. As far back as the 1990s, 
Jonathan and Kathe Sackler knew that patients frequently suffer harm 
when “high doses of an opioid are used for long periods of time.”

MA AG FAC ¶226

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶226:
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Irrelevant 2008 Email Suggests Sales Performance Metric

Let’s measure our performance by Rx’s by strength, giving higher 
measures to higher strengths an especially the new strengths.

February 13, 2008 email from Richard to J. 
Stewart and others

2/13/08 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000170948)

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008
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Allegation: Instruction To Find Answers “Before Tomorrow”

229. Meanwhile, staff gave Jonathan, Kathe, Mortimer and Richard 

Sackler projections indicating that OxyContin sales could plateau. Mortimer demanded 

answers to a series of questions about why sales would not grow. Richard chimed in at 

8:30 p.m. to instruct the staff to find answers “before tomorrow.” Staff emailed among 

themselves about how the Sacklers’ demands were unrealistic and harmful and then 

decided it was safer to discuss the problem by phone.

MA AG FAC ¶229

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶229:
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Irrelevant 2008 Email Requests Information About Sales, Not Marketing 

2/26/08 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000172674)

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008 

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2008 8:32 PM
To: Sackler, Mortimer JR; Mahony, Edward; Stewart, John H. (US); sdb; Strassburger, Philip; Dolan, 
James; Gasdia, Russell; Sackler, Jonathan; Sackler, Dr Kathe
Cc: Fogel, David; Bostrup, Eric; Lowne, Jon; mcm; Shum, Sam
Subject: RE: Bank Presentation 02272008 v6.ppt

Ed, if you can repair this before tomorrow, it would be very welcome.
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Allegation: Request For Monthly Sales Reports

MA AG FAC ¶293

293. In March, Richard Sackler instructed sales staff to send 
him monthly reports on sales of OxyContin and its competitors. They 
complied within ten minutes. The report showed that Purdue was selling 
more pills of its 80mg OxyContin (the highest dose) than any other 
dose, and that the highest dose pills were responsible for the greatest 
share of Purdue’s revenue by far.

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶293:
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Irrelevant 2010 Email Requests Monthly Information Not Seen In A Year

3/15/10 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC012000262889)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 4:39 PM
To: Stewart, John H. (US)
Cc: Gasdia, Russell; Innaurato, Mike
Subject: RE: Ryzolt Snapshot - December 2009

Can we continue to get OxyContin tablets and its competitors monthly
information. I haven't seen it in a year or more. Perhaps the most recent
edictions of these could be circulated to me.

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2010
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Allegation: Question About Pharmacy Stocking Increase Plan

220. Meanwhile, when staff proposed a plan to get pharmacies to 
increase their inventory of OxyContin from 2 bottles to 3 bottles, Richard 
Sackler demanded to know why they couldn’t get up to 4 bottles or more.

MA AG FAC ¶220

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶220:
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Irrelevant 2008 Questions About Pharmacy Stocking Calculations

2/19/08 Email from R. Sackler (PPLPC004000150467)

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 7:24 PM
To: Mahony, Edward; Stewart, John H. (US); Gasdia, Russell; Fogel, David
Subject: RE:

Questions:
1. Wholesalers

a. Turns were about 17/year (assuming 21 days of stock)
b. Why will turns increase if we increase SKU's from 4 to 7 and then to 14? Shouldn't they go down this year

2. Pharmacies
a. I see that average pharmacy stock goes from 2 to 3, but why wouldn’t it go up from 2 to 4 or more?
b. On average more than double the SKU's (4-7-14-7)

From: Mahony, Edward
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2008 7:20 AM
To: Stewart, John H. (US); Gasdia, Russell
Cc: Barnes, Jason; Fogel, David; Long, David
Subject: RE:

Dr Richard is right that the number looks low.

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008
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Allegation: Request To Attend District Manager Meeting

MA AG FAC ¶348

348. The Sacklers immediately pushed to find ways to increase 
sales. Richard Sackler asked Sales VP Russell Gasdia to include him in a 
meeting with District Managers who were the day-to-day supervisors of the 
sales reps. Then, having missed the meeting, he engaged Gasdia again by 
email. . . . Gasdia told Richard that Purdue had hired 147 new sales reps at the 
Board’s direction. Gasdia told Richard that Purdue instructed the sales reps to 
focus on converting patients who had never been on opioids or patients taking 
“low dose Vicodin, Percocet, or tramadol” — all patients for whom Purdue’s 
opioids posed an increase in risk.

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶348:
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2011 Email:  Managers Focused On Proper Patient Selection

6/16/11 Email from R. Gasdia (PPLPC012000329609)

• Butrans, not OxyContin 
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011  

The managers all indicated that proper patient selection is key.
o Some physicians think of Duragesic when we present Butrans
o The Butrans doses available are not considered to be “equianalgesic” to the 

available doses of Duragesic. Therefore, a patient who requires Duragesic has 
pain that is “beyond” Butrans and if they convert a patient from Duragesic to 
Butrans there is a risk on “failure” on Butrans. This has occurred in some areas, 
but the representatives are improving in their ability to focus the physicians on 
more appropriate patients (low dose Vicodin, Percocet, or tramadol, as well as 
opioid naive who now require an opioid analgesic)
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Pre-2007 Released Marketing Allegations About Richard Sackler
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Allegation: Misperceptions Of OxyContin

176. From the beginning, the Sacklers were behind Purdue’s 
decision to deceive doctors and patients. In 1997, Richard Sackler, Kathe 
Sackler, and other Purdue executives determined — and recorded in secret 
internal correspondence — that doctors had the crucial misconception that 
OxyContin was weaker than morphine, which led them to prescribe OxyContin 
much more often, even as a substitute for Tylenol. In fact, OxyContin is more 
potent than morphine. Richard directed Purdue staff not to tell doctors the 
truth, because the truth could reduce OxyContin sales.

MA AG FAC ¶176

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶176:

• There is no such “direct[ion]” in the cited document
• Doctors knew from the label that this was not true 
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Label Has Always Equated the Abuse Potential of OxyContin & Morphine

• “OxyContin is a mu-agonist opioid with an abuse liability 
similar to morphine and is a Schedule II controlled 
substance” (Original 1995 Label)

• “OxyContin is an opioid agonist and a Schedule II controlled 
substance with an abuse liability similar to morphine” 
(2001, 2005, 2007 Labels)

• “OxyContin contains oxycodone, a Schedule II controlled 
substance with a high potential for abuse similar to other 
opioids including ... morphine” (2015 Label)

• “OxyContin contains oxycodone, a substance with a high 
potential for abuse similar to other opioids including ... 
morphine“ (2018 Label)
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Label Showed OxyContin Is Twice As Strong As Morphine

1995 OxyContin Label (PDD150170001)

Table 3

Multiplication Factors for Converting the Daily Dose of Prior Opioids to the Daily Dose of Oral Oxycodone*

(Mg/Day Prior Opioid x Factor=Mg/Day Oral Oxycodone) 

Oral Prior Opioid Parenteral Prior Opioid
Oxycodone 1 –
Codeine 0.15 –
Fentanyl TTS SEE BELOW SEE BELOW
Hydrocodone 0.9 –
Hydromorphone 4 20
Levorphanol 7.5 15
Meperidine 0.1 0.4
Methadone 1.5 3
Morphine 0.5 3

*To be used only for conversion to oral oxycodone. For patients receiving high‐dose parenteral opioids, a 
more conservative conversion is warranted. For example, for high‐dose parenteral morphine, use 1.5 
instead of 3 as a multiplication factor In all cases, supplemental analgesia (see below) should be made 
available in the form of immediate‐release oral oxycodone or another suitable shod acting analgesic.
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Employees’ Misstatements Admitted, Settled and Released In 2007 

29. In or about May 1997, certain PURDUE supervisors and employees 
stated that while they were well aware of the incorrect view held by many 
physicians that oxycodone was weaker than morphine, they did not want to do 
anything “to make physicians think that oxycodone was stronger or equal to 
morphine” or to "take any steps in the form of promotional materials, symposia, 
clinicals, publications, conventions, or communications with the field force that 
would affect the unique position that OxyContin ha[d] in many physicians mind 
(sic)."

Agreed Statement of Facts ¶29
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Allegation: February 2001 Reaction To Reports of Death

182. The next month, a federal prosecutor reported 59 deaths from 
OxyContin in a single state. The Sacklers knew that the reports underestimated 
the destruction. Richard Sackler wrote to Purdue executives: “This is not too 
bad. It could have been far worse.”

MA AG FAC ¶182

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶182:
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PDD8801151727

• The allegation distorts the email

• Negative New York Times article expected

• Not as negative as expected

• It included the response of Purdue’s         
medical director

From: Sackler, Dr Richard
Sent: Thursday, February 08, 2001 9:59 PM
To: Hogen, Robin; Haddox, Dr. J. David; mxf; hru
Cc: pdg; eda; edm
Subject: FW: NYTimes.com Article: Cancer 
Painkillers Are Being Abused

This is not too bad. It could have been far worse.
Thanks for all the support.

Richard S. Sackler, M.D.
President, Purdue Pharma, L.P.
Laptop 2000 machine
One Stamford Forum
Stamford, CT 06901
Telephone
Internet 
Intranet Located in Connecticut

----Original Message-----
From: msackler@me.net 
[mailto:msackler@rne net]

Cited Email Reacts To Lengthy New York Times Article

140
Sackler_FactsSections_v01 THIS PRESENTATION CONTAINS CONFIDENTIAL / HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER AND FEDERAL RULE OF EVIDENCE 408

2/8/01 Email from R. Sackler
(PPLPC045000004037)
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Allegation: January 2001 Time Magazine Article

185. When Time magazine published an article about OxyContin 
deaths in New England, Purdue employees told Richard Sackler they were 
concerned. Richard responded with a message to his staff. He wrote that Time’s 
coverage of people who lost their lives to OxyContin was not “balanced,” and 
the deaths were the fault of “the drug addicts,” instead of Purdue. “We intend to 
stay the course and speak out for people in pain – who far outnumber the drug 
addicts abusing our product.”

MA AG FAC ¶185

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶185:
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One-Page Memo Discussing January 2001 Time Magazine Article

Dear Colleagues,
Some of you have expressed concern about an article in this week's Time magazine, “The Potent Perils 
of a Miracle Drug,” which unfortunately emphasizes the abuse and diversion rather than the therapeutic 
qualities of our leading product, OxyContin®. 
We were aware that this article was in the works, and we tried to make the reporter understand our 
messages about the need for treating people in pain. Unfortunately, we didn't succeed, and the article 
presents anything but a balanced account.
However, the same issue of Time included a positive story about the new JCAHO pain standards in its 
“Your Health” column - bringing a certain amount of fair balance to that publication. …
As OxyContin® tablets continues to expand its market share, we are bound to become an even larger 
target for sensational reports in the media. Nevertheless, we intend to stay the course and speak out for 
people in pain - who far outnumber the drug addicts abusing our product. We cannot allow ourselves to 
be discouraged by negative press as we continue to focus upon our noble mission.
Richard S. Sackler, M.D.

• No suggestion “deaths were the fault of ‘the drug 
addicts’”

1/9/01 Letter from R. Sackler (PPLPC013000062006)
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Allegation: The Blizzard Of 1996

175. At the OxyContin launch party, Richard Sackler spoke as the 
Senior Vice President responsible for sales. He asked the audience to imagine a 
series of natural disasters: an earthquake, a volcanic eruption, a hurricane, and a 
blizzard. He said: “the launch of OxyContin Tablets will be followed by a 
blizzard of prescriptions that will bury the competition. The prescription 
blizzard will be so deep, dense, and white….” Over the next twenty years, the 
Sacklers made Richard’s boast come true. They created a manmade disaster. 
Their blizzard of dangerous prescriptions buried children and parents and 
grandparents across Massachusetts, and the burials continue. 

MA AG FAC ¶175

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶175:
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Cited Document: The Blizzard Of 1996

Winter 1996 PFC Newsletter 
(PKY180280951)
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Marketing Allegations About Jonathan Sackler
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Allegation: Rhodes Board Committees

408. Purdue and the Sacklers oversaw and approved all Rhodes-related 
activity. The Sacklers received the agendas for Rhodes Pharma and Rhodes Tech 
board of directors’ meetings in addition to Rhodes’ financial statements and 
financial results. Some of the individual Sackler Defendants served on Rhodes’ 
committees. For example, in 2015, Theresa Sackler (Chairperson), Kathe Sackler, 
and Jonathan Sackler served on Rhodes’ Governance committee. And in 2017, 
Rhodes’ Business Development Committee included individual Sackler Defendants 
Kathe Sackler, Jonathan Sackler, Mortimer Sackler, and David Sackler.

• Jonathan Sackler never served as a Rhodes director or 
on any Rhodes committee

• Irrelevant to deceptive marketing claims

8/8/19 J. Sackler Decl., Consumer Protection Division v. PPLP, Case No. 311366, OAH Case No. 1923474 (Md. Div. Cons. Prot.); NY AG FAC ¶408

New York AG FAC ¶408:
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Allegation: Exploring Possibility Of Using PET Scans To Identify Abusers

• 2008 email, no “exploration”
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008

NY AG FAC ¶374

New York AG FAC ¶374:

374. The Sackler Defendants even explored the possibility of 
using PET scans to distinguish “patients” from “abusers,” with Jonathan 
Sackler writing to Richard Sackler in May 2008 that he “was thinking 
about the differences between pain patients and drug abusers in their 
reaction to opioids.” Jonathan asked, “Has anybody tried using PET to 
explore this?” Defendant Richard Sackler replied: “I think the idea of 
comparing PET scans of addicts and pain patients is very interesting.”
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Allegation: Knowledge Of Opioid Risks

226. The Sacklers also knew and intended that the sales reps 
would push higher doses of Purdue’s opioids. That same month, Richard 
Sackler directed Purdue management to “measure our performance by 
Rx’s by strength, giving higher measures to higher strengths.” He copied 
Jonathan and Mortimer Sackler on the instruction. The Sacklers knew 
higher doses put patients at higher risk. As far back as the 1990s, 
Jonathan and Kathe Sackler knew that patients frequently suffer harm 
when “high doses of an opioid are used for long periods of time.”

MA AG FAC ¶226

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶226:
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Irrelevant 1997 Memo Discusses Need For Alternate Opioid Analgesics

To: Jonathan D. Sackler
From: John H. Stewart
Date: March 12, 1997

1. Therapeutic Need for More than One Opioid

Emergency of Side Effects – Especially at High Does

• When high doses of an opioid are used for long periods of time, adverse 
effects such as nausea, vomiting, delirium and mioclonus frequently become 
dose limiting. In such situation, significant clinical improvement can often be 
obtained by transferring the patient to an alternate opioid – as noted in the 
attached reprint by de Stoutz and Bruera.

3/12/97 Memo from J. Stewart (PDD1701785443)
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Allegation: Pushing Staff About Sales

234. At the same time, Jonathan, Kathe, and Mortimer Sackler 
were also pushing staff about sales. Staff told those three Sacklers that they 
would use opioid savings cards to meet the challenge of keeping OxyContin 
scripts at the same level in 2008 as in 2007, “in spite of all the pressures.” 
Kathe demanded that staff identify the “pressures” and provide 
“quantification of their negative impact on projected sales.”

MA AG FAC ¶234

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶234:
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Irrelevant 2008 Email Contains No Communication From Jonathan Sackler

• He is cc’d on an information request

• Sales, not marketing 

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2008

3/9/08 Email from E. Mahony (PPLPC012000175155)
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Allegation: “Starting To Look Ugly”

344. Jonathan Sackler was not satisfied that these tactics would be 
enough to boost sales. He wrote to John Stewart: “this is starting to look ugly. 
Let’s talk.” Stewart and the sales team scrambled to put together a response 
and set up a meeting with Jonathan for the following week.

MA AG FAC ¶344

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶344:
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Irrelevant 2011 Email Concerns Butrans Sales

From: Gasida, Russell
Subject: Butrans Weekly Report for the week ending May 13, 2011

Colleagues

While we experienced a small increase (29) from the previous week, based on total Rxs, we gained 
market share and reached 1.07%, the highest level since launch. Also, we are seeing increases in 
utilization of the 10mcg/hr and 20mcg/hr strengths.

From: Sackler, Jonathan
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 1:09 PM
To: Stewart, John H. (US) 
Subject: FW:  Butrans Weekly Report for the week ending May 13, 2011

John, this is starting to look ugly.  Let’s talk.

5/25/01 Email from J. Sackler (PPLPC012000326193)

• Butrans, not OxyContin 
• Sales, not marketing 
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011
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Allegation: Study Changes In Market Share

358. A few days later, sales and marketing staff scrambled to 
prepare responses to questions from the Sacklers. Mortimer Sackler asked 
about launching a generic version of OxyContin to “capture more cost sensitive 
patients.” Kathe Sackler recommended looking at the characteristics of patients 
who had switched to OxyContin to see if Purdue could identify more patients 
to convert. Jonathan Sackler wanted to study changes in market share for 
opioids, focusing on dose strength.

MA AG FAC ¶358

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶358:
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Irrelevant 2011 Request For Information Unrelated To Marketing

Overall S&P for 2011
OxyContin – Russ Gasdia

***
4. Jon asked for market share change over time for opioid medicines over time ‐‐‐ by strength.

6/28/11 Email from E. Mahony w/attachment (PPLPC012000331345)

• OIG confirmed compliance for 2011
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Allegation: Pressing For Sales Updates

366. In January 2012, Jonathan Sackler started the year pressing 
Sales VP Russell Gasdia for weekly updates on sales. A few days later, 
Richard Sackler jumped into the weeds with the sales staff, this time about 
advertising. Richard noticed that online ads appeared indiscriminately on 
webpages with content associated with the ad — regardless of whether the 
association was positive or negative. Staff assured Richard that, when Purdue 
bought online advertising for opioids, it specified that the ads appear only on 
pages expressing positive views toward opioids, and would not appear with 
articles “about how useless or damaging or dangerous is our product that we 
are trying to promote.”

MA AG FAC ¶366

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶366:
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Irrelevant 2012 Request For Resumption Of Butrans Sales Update

• Butrans, not OxyContin 
• Sales, not marketing 
• OIG confirmed compliance for 2012

From: Sackler, Jonathan
Sent:Monday, January 09, 2012 04:55 PM
To: Gasdia, Russell
Subject: Butrans

Russ, are you going to resume a weekly (bi-weekly?) updated on sales?

1/9/12 Email from J. Sackler (PPLPC012000358983 )
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Allegation: Studied News Reports 

429. Meanwhile, staff contacted Richard Sackler because they 
were concerned that the company’s “internal documents” could cause 
problems if investigations of the opioid crisis expanded. Early the next year, 
staff told Jonathan Sackler about the same concern. Jonathan studied 
collections of news reports and asked staff to assure him that journalists 
covering the opioid epidemic were not focused on the Sacklers.

MA AG FAC ¶429

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶429:
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Irrelevant 2014 Observation About Lack Of Press Focus On IR Oxycodone

• Nothing to do with the family or marketing 

From: Sackler, Jonathan
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2014 5:14 PM
To: Walsh, Kathy
Subject: RE: Search Results: Oxycodone IR follow up

Yes, it was helpful.  My takeaway: no apparent focus on makers of IR oxycodone, and no apparent interest in the 
distribution chain EXCEPT in the case of FL pain clinics (“pill mills”).  Is that what you see?

Jon Sackler

From: Walsh, Kathy 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 11:22 AM
To: Sackler, Jonathan
Subject: RE: Search Results: Oxycodone IR follow up

Agreed, so far no focus on the manufacturers of IR oxycodone and only rare mentions of the immediate release 
version of the drug in media reports.

1/2/14 Emails w/ J. Sackler (PPLPC020000748356)
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Allegation: Request For Briefing On Public Health Initiatives

468. In December, staff prepared to address wide-ranging 
concerns raised by the Sacklers. Kathe and Mortimer Sackler wanted staff to 
break out productivity data by indication versus prescriber specialty for each 
drug. Richard Sackler sought details on how staff was calculating 2016 
mg/tablet trends. Jonathan Sackler sought a follow-up briefing on how public 
health efforts to prevent opioid addiction would affect OxyContin sales.

MA AG FAC ¶468

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶468:
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2015 Request For Briefing On Market Impact Of CDC Guidelines

12/10/15 Executive Committee Presentation, p.13 (PPLPC011000073230)

Budget action items (2/5)
December followup
Request Who 

requested

Follow up briefing on OxyContin market impact of CDC 
guidelines

J. Sackler

• Purdue distributed the CDC Guidelines to 
more than 150,000 health care providers 
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Allegation: Proposed A New Opioid

492. In November, Jonathan Sackler suggested that Purdue launch 
yet another opioid. Staff promised to present a plan for additional opioids at 
the next meeting of the Board.603 At the Board meeting that month, the 
remaining Sackler Board members (Richard, David, Ilene, Jonathan, Kathe, 
Mortimer, and Theresa) voted to cut the sales force from 582 reps to 302 reps. 
They knew sales reps would continue to promote opioids in Massachusetts.

MA AG FAC ¶492

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶492:
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Irrelevant Question:  Should Purdue Consider Abuse-Deterrent Morphine?

• Never pursued

• Irrelevant to deceptive marketing claims

Do you think we should consider an ANDA filing for AD CR morphine?
- Jon 

11/21/17 Email from J. Sackler (PPLPC016000321334)
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No Allegations About Beverly Sackler
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Marketing Allegations About David Sackler
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Allegation: Rhodes Board Committees

9/13/19 D. Sackler Decl., Colorado v. PPLP¸ No.18CV33300 (Colo. Dist. Ct.); NY AG FAC ¶408

408. Purdue and the Sacklers oversaw and approved all Rhodes-related 
activity. The Sacklers received the agendas for Rhodes Pharma and Rhodes Tech 
board of directors’ meetings in addition to Rhodes’ financial statements and 
financial results. Some of the individual Sackler Defendants served on Rhodes’ 
committees. For example, in 2015, Theresa Sackler (Chairperson), Kathe Sackler, 
and Jonathan Sackler served on Rhodes’ Governance committee. And in 2017, 
Rhodes’ Business Development Committee included individual Sackler Defendants 
Kathe Sackler, Jonathan Sackler, Mortimer Sackler, and David Sackler.         

New York AG FAC ¶408:

• David Sackler was never a Rhodes director and never 
served on a Rhodes Committee  

• Irrelevant to deceptive marketing claims 
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Allegation: Received A Memo Regarding “Strategy”

440. That same month, Richard and Jonathan’s father, Raymond 
Sackler, sent David, Jonathan, and Richard Sackler a confidential memo about 
Purdue’s strategy, including specifically putting patients on high doses of 
opioids for long periods of time. The memo recounted that some physicians had 
argued that patients should not be given high doses of Purdue opioids, or kept 
on Purdue opioids for long periods of time, but Purdue had defeated efforts to 
impose a maximum dose limit or a maximum duration of use.  Raymond asked 
David, Jonathan, and Richard to talk with him about the report.

MA AG FAC ¶440

Massachusetts AG FAC ¶440:
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Irrelevant History Of The Abuse-Deterrent Formula

From: Timney, Mark
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 7:45 AM
To: Sackler, Dr Raymond R

Dr. Raymond,

As discussed, please find a brief history and update regarding the support being received on ADF.

From: <Sackler>, Raymond Sackler
Date:Monday, May 5, 2014 at 3:23 PM
To: “Sackler, Jonathan” <Jonathan.Sackler@pharma.com>, “Richard S. Sackler” <DrRichard.Sackler@pharma.com>, 
David Sackler <ds@srllc.com>
Subject: FW: Request for Summary for Dr. Raymond

Dear Richard, Jon and David,
I wanted to share the following with you.  We should discuss it when you have time available. 

5/5/14 Email from Raymond Sackler (PWG000412141)
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Board Members Did Not Personally Participate In Marketing

• Board did not approve the content of any marketing material
• Board did not direct or encourage any misstatements
• Board relied on approval of all marketing and advertising material (1) Medical, 

(2) Legal, and (3) Regulatory Affairs
• Board relied on outside counsel’s monitoring of Purdue’s Compliance Program
• Board relied on OIG’s confirmations of compliance (2007-12)
• Board relied on management’s confirmations that marketing 

complied with state and federal law (2007-18)
• Board relied on monitoring of sales calls by District 

Managers, Legal and Compliance 
• Board relied on compliance audits of key risk activities

“In performing his duties, a 
director shall be entitled to 
rely on information, opinions, 
reports or statements … 
prepared or presented by … 
officers or employees of the 
corporation … whom the 
director believes to be reliable 
and competent in the matters 
presented ….”

N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law §717


